1.0 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

This chapter gathers together something of what is known about the etymology of Indonesian. That is not a great deal. No etymological dictionary exists, and even a brief survey such as this necessitated trawling widely through scattered articles and books.

C.T. Onions defined etymology as the [study of the] 'origin, formation, and development (of a word)'. It is of course a branch of linguistics. English being one of the most widely studied languages in the world is served by good etymological dictionaries. However, we cannot overlook the fact that it took centuries of work to bring this about (the first such dictionary was produced in 1721). It was only the general development and refinement of linguistic method over a very long period which enabled the compilation of satisfactory etymological dictionaries, and its consumption was contingent upon two important steps: the systematisation of the sound laws governing correspondences between - mainly European - languages, and the establishment of approximate dates for the first entries of loan-words into English; the latter step in turn had to wait on the publication and study of hundreds of manuscripts in Middle English (and some in Old English) (Hulbert, 1955, 39). For our study of the etymology of Indonesian - this must mean the etymology of Malay until Bahasa Indonesia came into existence in about the 1920's - we have scarcely begun the first task, the publication of the manuscripts.

1.1 The process of borrowing

Word borrowing can only occur when two cultures come into contact, and then occurs only when certain conditions are fulfilled. These conditions determine the direction of the borrowing that takes place; fulfilment of the conditions does not however enable us to predict what actual borrowing will take place, only that there is a potential for it. When contact occurs 'At the abstract level, one culture may be influenced by another culture on such matters as religion, philosophy and political ideology. At the concrete level, things related to food, clothing and shelter may be learned by one culture from another. At both levels, one culture may learn more from another than vice versa, depending upon the conditions under which the two come into contact' (Higa, 1979, 277). In the following pages we shall see illustrations of groups of loan-words falling in either, or both, of these general categories.

The existence of foreign loan-words in the Indonesian lexicon affords indisputable evidence that borrowing has taken place, but leaves unanswered many questions as to how it took place. For example, who actually did the borrowing? Linguistic studies of word-borrowing proceed on the assumption that words pass from one language to another not, as one might have imagined, by being transferred from (say) a speaker of Tamil to a speaker of Malay, but within one bilingual individual who commands both languages. This fact was pointed out as early as 1886 by Hermann Paul (see Haugen, 1950, 210). If this is so, who were these bilingual speakers as far as Malay and Indonesian are concerned? Jespersen (1959, 208, basing himself on Windisch) gives us a valuable clue: 'When we try to learn and talk a foreign tongue we do not introduce into it words taken from our own language; our endeavour will always be to speak the other language as purely as possible, and generally we are painfully conscious of every native word that we intrude into phrases framed in the other tongue. But what we thus avoid in speaking a foreign language we very often do in our own.'

In the course of a most illuminating discussion of how word borrowing took place, Gonda (1973, 17ff) brings these two points together: 'There must be a considerable element of truth in the verdict given by Hermann Paul, that the existence of a (more or less) bilingual group (the mother-tongue of which is the borrowing language) serving as the vehicle of interlingual influence must be regarded as indispensable to any borrowing on a large scale.'

Our inquiries then have given us at least some picture of our suspect: A native speaker of Malay (or later, Indonesian) who has at least a very good command of one of the donor languages, that is Sanskrit, Tamil, Hindi, Chinese or whatever. I can think of no reason to dispute this postulation. After all one of the principal routes for the
entry of loan-words in modern times must be via the pens, or perhaps typewriters, of news translators and journalists whose task it is to translate the volume of incoming world news from say English into Indonesian; they are of course native speakers of Indonesian. Can we apply our hypothesis to earlier writers? The many books written by the seventeenth century Acehnese scholar Nuru'd-din ar-Ranir are full of Arabic phrases and loan-words. Unless these were already at home in Malay, which is not likely to be true of all of them, we shall have to assume that Nuru'd-din was a native speaker of Malay who had a good command of Arabic rather than a native speaker of Arabic who had a good command of Malay. This is an interesting possibility; at least perhaps we should re-examine Winstedt's assumption that most of the early Muslim teachers were foreigners as well as his assumption that they "murdered Malay idiom" (1939,93).

Many reasons can be postulated to explain the phenomenon of borrowing. It is easy to understand that when a novelty, be it an object or an idea, is introduced by the speakers of a foreign language then it may come to be known by its existing name in the foreign language; (there are alternative possibilities of course, such as the creation of a new term for it in the indigenous language). There is little doubt that the process is accelerated when the donor language is that of a speech community enjoying cultural - often at the same time economic or military - dominance (see Higa, 1979, 280 &c). This has been the case to a very large extent in the contacts between Indonesia and the countries which have provided loan-words for its lexicon. However the process cannot be explained in simple pragmatic terms, more elusive explanations sometimes have to be sought:

"Linguistic borrowing is far from being always a necessity. Very often words and phrases are, occasionally or by force of habit, adopted, when native expressions for the same ideas are available. The actual or supposed superiority of a foreign people in some sphere of knowledge or province of civilization, the spread of erudition, and the desire to display it, and, last but not least, the desire to imitate more civilized or prominent people are frequently the reasons for using foreign words,—not to mention that mere laziness is not always absent. But a borrowed word, especially when not completely incorporated into common usage, is also and even readily preferred where an indigenous term could be indecent, unfashionable, shocking."

(Gonda, 1973, 611)

The basic unit for consideration in the present article is the (Malay or) Indonesian word. Apart from occasionally alternating it with for example "term" I have used word wherever possible in preference to more technical terms such as 'lexeme' which would be more precise but less immediately comprehensible to the general reader. The discussion rests on loan-words in Indonesian in the spelling which has the authority of usage, and in the root form of the word as it would be recorded in a dictionary. I have excluded discussion of the derived forms (e.g. with affixation) though in nearly all cases such will exist; they can be sought in a dictionary.

1.2 Semantic classification

I have thought it helpful to cross the boundary between the linguistic and the cultural aspects of this discussion by grouping loan-words as far as possible according to their meaning. At the outset I sought a model classification which would permit standard treatment of the loan-words coming from different foreign languages; I could not find one, and as I proceeded I was forced to recognise that it is probably more satisfactory to permit such a classification to grow, as it were spontaneously, out of the data; where previous workers had evolved their own for loan-words from particular languages I have adopted those with necessary changes; otherwise I have constructed my own. (For a discussion of the pros and cons of systems of semantic classification see for example Hope, 1971, 17 ff).

1.3 Setting the scene

We know fairly well where the speakers of Indonesian are to be found at the present time. Rather less is known about the earlier homeland of Indonesian language communities; the known facts have been summarised by Anceaux (1965).

The history of Indonesian until this century is really the history of Malay; Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia) is the variety of Malay which developed in the Netherlands Indies, (later Indonesia,) from about the 1920's. In the present article, Malay can be construed as the earlier form of Indonesian existing up to that time, so that stating that a loan-word was accepted into Malay is tantamount to saying that it became eventually a part of the Indonesian lexicon. The earlier form of Malay, especially that of the manuscripts, can be identified more precisely with the name "traditional Malay". Indonesian has its modern equivalent in Modern Malay (sometimes called Malaysian Malay, or Peninsular Malay,) now the official language of Malaysia.

This is not to imply that we know much about the history of Malay: its history has been described by Professor Téeuws as "an almost completely unmapped territory" (1959, 138). We are fairly safe in postulating perhaps for the first millennium of this era a form of the language which can
be called Old Malay. Evidence for its existence is limited to a few inscriptions, the earliest dated 682 AD (see below).

Figure 1

Prosperity! Good Fortune! In the expired year 604 s'aka, the eleventh day of the bright fortnight of the month Vais'akha (23 April, A.D. 682), our divine Lord embarked to carry out a successful expedition. On the seventh day of the bright fortnight of the month Jyestha (19 May, A.D. 682), our divine Lord left Minâra Tâmman; he led an army of twenty thousand [men] plus two hundred following by ship, and one thousand three hundred and twelve [men] by land. All arrived at ... satisfied at heart. The fifth day of the bright fortnight of the month Ashada' (16 June, A.D. 682) ... light-hearted, joyous, arrived to make the country ... Sri Vijaya, victorious, successful in his expedition, endowed with plenty ...

The earliest specimen of Old Malay known:
The inscription from Kedukan Bukit, Sumatra, of 682 A.D., transcription and translation by G. Coedès (from Bastin and Roolvink, 1964, p. 25).

(See p.4 for a table of the Sanskrit alphabet and the transcription used for the letters)

But in our consideration of Indian influences on the Malay language we must approach the subject indirectly. As regards Sanskrit influence, we must take account of the fact that the earliest documents known in any language of the Indonesian region are in Sanskrit itself. These are inscriptions found in the area of Kutai, in Eastern Kalimantan. From a detailed consideration of these inscriptions, De Casparis (1975, 14-18) concludes that they are to be attributed, on palaeographic evidence, to about 400 AD, or possibly to the latter half of the fourth century. In subsequent centuries other Sanskrit inscriptions occur, widely scattered through the region, in West Java, the Malay Peninsula and Central Java.

It is convenient to begin our inquiry with the commencement of the Christian era because this antedates the earliest non-Nusantara influences for which we have evidence in the language. The earliest influence of any significance was probably the consequence of contacts with the Indian subcontinent, and it is generally believed that these contacts date from the beginning of our era. It may be supposed that the desire for trade was the main motive which brought the early visitors from India. "The Indians nowhere engaged in military conquest and annexation in the name of a state or mother country" writes Coedès (1968, 34). "And the Indian kingdoms that were set up in Farther India during the first centuries of the Christian Era had only ties of tradition with the dynasties reigning in India proper; there was no political dependence." Nevertheless the Indian penetration left a profound cultural legacy including (Coedès, 1968, 33) "the system of writing, a great part of the vocabulary, the lunar-solar calendar, the virtually unchanged cosmogonic myths, the great epic themes of the Rāmacayana and the Purânas, certain artistic formulas, the administrative and legal framework, and a keen feeling of social rank, last vestige of the caste system." These observations made about mainland South East Asia also hold good for the island world.

As regards "the system of writing", India-based scripts have been used by many languages of the Indonesian sub-group, notably Javanese, but very rarely for Malay. Coedès' reference to "a great part of the vocabulary" however is relevant to Malay, and his adumbration of other areas of influence should alert us to the semantic fields where we could expect to find loanwords of India derivation.

2.1 The influence of Sanskrit

Studies in comparative Austronesian linguistics afford another means of gaining knowledge of the early forms of Malay. Paradoxically the investigation of foreign loan-words furnishes a further means to the same end: when the foreign loan-words have been identified, the lexicon which remains should represent the indigenous, Nusantara, stock which can then be examined and analysed free from the contamination of 'foreign' forms.

2.0 INFLUENCES FROM INDIA
# THE DICTIONARY ORDER OF THE NĀGARĪ LETTERS

WITH THEIR INDO-ROMANIC EQUIVALENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels.</th>
<th>Consonants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial. Medial.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अ - a</td>
<td>क K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आ ā</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>इ i</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऊ u</td>
<td>ṇ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऋ ri</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऋ ri</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ल्र lř</td>
<td>jh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ल्र lř</td>
<td>ā ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ए e</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ ai</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऒ o</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अ० au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|        |             |          |
|        |             | र d       |
|        |             | झ ḍh      |
|        |             | न n       |
|        |             | न p       |
|        |             | भ bh      |
|        |             | म m       |
|        |             | य y       |
|        |             | र r       |
|        |             | ल l       |
|        |             | श sh      |
|        |             | व v       |
|        |             | ह h       |

* or m (either true Anusvāra or the symbol of any nasal.)
: symbol called Visarga.

Editors' note:
2.2 Sanskrit loan-words in Malay

We can see that Sanskrit was the first outside language to make an impact on the languages of Indonesia. As H.B. Sarkar dramatically puts it "Sanskrit language and literature gatecrashed into this empire of Indonesian languages, as they had nothing in common" (in Journal of Indian History, xlv/3, 1966, p. 652). Whatever the truth in this, it seems to be a fact that the Sanskrit loan-words found in Old Malay, and later inscriptions, a considerable proportion are not to be found in the language of the present day. This proportion of rejected words appears to be much higher in the case of Sanskrit than in the case of most other languages giving loans to Malay, though whether this impression results from the nature of evidence available or not is not clear.

On the other hand, of the loan-words from Sanskrit still existing in Malay or Indonesian, a very high proportion are so assimilated that the speakers of those languages are quite unconscious that they are loan-words from a foreign tongue.

The recognised work on Sanskrit loan-words in Indonesian languages is J. Gonda's Sanskrit in Indonesia. From the point of view of the practical etymologist this massive and comprehensive work does have its drawbacks; as the title implies, it traces the influence of Sanskrit on many languages of Indonesia, more especially Javanese and Balinese, so that the Malalics has to sift much material to find what he wants; also the arrangement of material makes it a timeconsuming business to locate all that is said about a particular loan-word. It is nevertheless an invaluable source, and nearly all the examples of Sanskrit loan-words to be discussed can be found in it via the index. Numbers 1 to 9 in the next section (semantic fields) are taken largely from chapter III of Sanskrit in Indonesia.

2.3 Some Sanskrit loan-words classified by semantic field

1. Gods

To begin with, one naturally finds in Malay the names from Sanskrit for deities, Brahma, [Skt. Brahma]; Wiwu [Skt. Vīru]; Indra [Skt. Indra]; Śiva [Skt. Śiva] and so on, besides titles such as Batara Guru [Skt. Bhāṭāra Gurus], which is associated particularly with the last-named deity, and the more homely goddess Devi Sri [Skt. devi Śrī]. The word for 'god' dewa comes from Sanskrit deva.
2. Death and the life hereafter

While the very basic vocabulary in this area is indigenous (to die: mati, or meninggal for instance), beyond this level we do find Sanskrit loan-words e.g. 'heaven', surga (Skt. svarga); 'hell', narakā (Skt. narakā); 'worship' puja (Skt. pūjā); 'suffering' sengsara (Skt. saṃsāra).

3. Religion and mysticism in general

Here we find loan-words such as 'soul' atma (Skt. ātman); 'life spirit' prāna (Skt. prāṇa); 'thought concentration & c.' citta (Skt. citta, from which is also derived Malay cipta, 'create'); 'sorrow, love' cintā (Skt. cintā); 'passionate desire' bherahī (Skt. bīreṇ; 'religion' agama (Skt. āgama).

4. Ceremonies and law

The Indonesian word for 'ceremony' is upacāra (Skt. upacāra); 'magic formula' is mantra (Skr. mantra ?); 'incarnation' is jēlma (Skt. ājñāma 'birth'); 'witness' sakā (Skt. sākā); 'evidence' bukti (Skt. āyakta, but influenced by bhakti 'possession'); 'profit, gain' laba (Skt. labha); 'to speak' bācara (Skt. viśāka; 'procedures, mode of acting, investigation'); this last word has a wide range of meanings in Traditional Malay and the narrowness of its application in modern Indonesian is surprising; then for 'a fine' we have denda (Skr. dānag 'staff, the rod as a symbol of power, application of power, punishment of any kind'); 'impaling (as an execution)' is sula (Skr. sula 'sharp stake, impaling').

5. Anatomy

A surprising number of parts of the body are known by Sanskrit loan-words:
'head' kepala (Skt. kapāla 'skull'); 'face' muka (Skt. mukha); 'shoulder' bahu (Skt. bāhu 'arm'); 'joint' sāndā (Skt. saṃdī 'joint or articulation of the body'); 'body hair' rāma (Skt. rāma); 'testicle' bīja (Skt. bīja 'seed, grain, semen'); then we have 'pulse, in the arteries' nādi (Skr. nādi); 'cold in the head' eļesma (Skt. ḫējman 'mucus'), and in the word for 'cubit' we have Sanskrit hasta 'forearm'; 'the five organs of sense' are panaśindra (Skt. panaṅgaṇīra).

6. Numerals

As Gonda remarks (p. 314) "The Original Indonesians' had a remarkably developed system of numerals: 1-10, etc. 100 and 1000". For '10,000' the Indonesian is laksa (Skr. laṣa, meaning '10,000'); '10,000,000' is kēti (Skt. koṭī; 'the highest number... ten millions'); 'million' is juta (Skt. ayuta 'ten thousand'); the interchanges of meaning have not been explained.

Sanskrit numerals for lower denominations have been borrowed for restricted vocabulary, usually in compounds, such as 'one' eka (Skt. eka); 'two' duō (Skt. duō); 'three' tri (Skt. tri); 'five' pañca (Skt. pañca); 'seven' sapta (Skt. sapta); 'eight' asta (Skt. asta); 'ten' dasa (Skt. dasa). Also for 'first' Indonesian uses [yang] pertama (Skt. prathama).

7. Some abstract terms

It was in the realm of abstract ideas that the civilisation from India was to have its most potent effect on early Indonesian culture. We have 'content' sānta (Skt. sānta); 'secret' sūlī (Skt. sūlī); 'freedom' mārdaka (Skt. mārdākaka 'powerful'); 'injustice' anīya (Skt. anīya); 'understanding' ātti (Skt. ārtha); 'loyal' seta (Skt. satya); 'defect' cēda (Skt. cēda); 'honoured' mulia (Skt. mulīya); 'delighted' gumbira (Skt. gumbhīra 'serious, sagacious')

8. Botanical names

Besides such words as that for 'lotus' padma (Skt. padma), we find names for some of the more commonplace plants come from Sanskrit too, such as 'pumpkin, gourd' labu (Skt. lābhu); 'pomegranate' delima (Skt. dālima); 'rose-apple tree' jambu (Skt. jambu); 'safflower' kesumbhā (Skt. kesumbhā); 'nutmeg' pala (Skt. phala, which also gives in Indonesian an etymological doublet pahala, 'reward.'); 'jasmine' melati (Skt. mālati) and finally 'sandalwood tree' oendana (Skt. sandana).

9. Names of persons

Names of Sanskrit origin have been limited in Indonesia mostly to the Java-nese community. The kings of old, particularly in East Java, adopted them. In modern times some names of Sanskrit origin have been common amongst the Javanese, e.g. Sukarno - the name of the first President - (Skt. sukarna 'with beautiful ears!'); Sumitro (Skt. Sumitra 'with good friends' or 'a good friend'); in the name Purwadarminta (Skt. pūrva- 'first' and cf. Skt. dharmīṇ- 'very virtuous') the latter element has been given a Javanized form.

10. Scholarship

For 'scholar' we have sajāna (Skt. sajāna 'virtuous, respectable; a wise man') and pendeta (Skt. paṇḍita 'learned'); 'language' bahasa (Skt. bhāṣā); 'literature' sastra (Skt. śāstra); 'university student' mahasiswa (Skt. mahā- śiṣya); 'teacher' guru (Skt. guru).
The pattern of loans in this sphere would be consistent with the postulation that under influence from India the chief-tainships then existing in Indonesia were transformed into kingdoms. So for 'ruler' we have raja (Skt. राजा); 'minister' monteri (Skt. मन्त्री); 'prime minister' perdana monteri (Skt. प्रधानमंत्री); 'chief minister' bendahara (Skt. भंडारक 'treasury' a meaning with which it is also associated in Malay). These terms are common in Malay chronicles, and Sanskrit elements abound in the titles of other court officers such as paduka (Skt. पदका 'shoe, slipper'), sri (Skt. स्री 'beauty, bliss, glory'), maharaja (Skt. महाराजा 'sovereign'), deva (Skt. देव 'god') and so on.

2.4 Productive affixation

Some half dozen affixes derived from Sanskrit are productive; most have come into vogue within the last few decades. Examples:

antar- (Skt. antara 'being in the interior, interval', also giving the loan-word antara 'between'). This corresponds closely in function to the Latin inter in English, giving such forms as antarbangesa ('international') antaranjana ('intercontinental') antardasa ('interregional') antarmegara ('interstate, international') antarpulau ('interisland'); it is likely that these forms have been created under the influence of the corresponding English terms, making them in effect loan translations.

maha- (Skt. महा 'great'). Spitzbub (1973, 104) points out that this "has become one of the most active word-forming morphemes in Modern Indonesian"; however he includes amongst his examples forms which are to be found in Traditional Malay, in which this prefix was already productive. We find for example in one eighteenth century text these instances: maha baik ('very good'), maha besar ('very great'), maha dalam ('very deep') maha elok ('very fine looking') and many more. Amongst the forms in Indonesian which will be of more recent origin we find 'professor' mahaguru (p. 449) points out, although Sanskrit does have mahaguru ('a very venerable person'), this Indonesian term must be a loan translation, employing Sanskrit components, under the influence of the Dutch hoogleraar ('professor'). Also rela-

tively recent are mahaluta (ambassador); 'university student' mahasiswa; 'woman university student' mahasistwi.

mala-(Skt. mala- 'impurity, evil') occurs in long-established combinations such as malapetaka 'illomened, cursed with misfortune' but is productive in modern times in such combinations as malapetaka 'malnutrition' (gizi, Ar. غذاء 'nutrition') and malabau 'malodorous' (bau, Nus. 'smell').

nir- (Skt. nir-, nir- 'without, free from') similarly occurs in long-established combinations, such as nimala 'pure, free from uncleanness', but has been utilised more recently to create terms such as nirair 'anhydrous, free from water' (air, Nus. 'water') and niravarna 'achromatic, colourless' (varna, Skt. varna- 'shape, colour etc.

pra- (Skt. pra). It is worth noting that when this prefix occurred in loan-words taken over in totto it normally became per- in Malay e.g. perkara from Sanskrit prakara 'kind manner'. As a modern productive prefix it more nearly keeps its form, and it corresponds to (and no doubt has been influenced by) the English pre-; for example 'prehistory' is prasejarah; 'prejudice' is prasangka; 'preliminary' is prakara; 'preface' is prakata; 'precondition' is prakondisi, and so on.

serba- (Skt. sarva 'all', which exists also in Indonesian in the form sarwa 'all'). Examples are multi-purpose serbaguna; of various kinds serbaaneka; versatile serbaguna; 'all in black' serbagunam; 'everything going wrong' serbasalah; 'a little of everything' serbasekit.

swa- (Skt. sva- 'self', see Monier-Williams, p. 1275). Indonesian has about eight words with this prefix; swadaya 'self-help'; swadesi 'swadeshi, home industries'; swakarna 'spontaneous, of one's own accord'; swapraja 'autonomous area'; swasembada 'self supporting'; swasta 'private i.e. non-governmental'; swasraya 'self service'; swatantra 'autonomy'. These will not be found in Traditional Malay, but it would be unsafe to assume that the same prefix was produced productively only in recent years to produce loan-translations of words beginning with 'self-': a glance at the self- compounds in the Echols & Shadily English-Indonesian dictionary will show that to be incorrect. Swadesi has probably
be taken over in *tote* as a loan (cf. Bengali *svadeśi*). *Swatantra* (Skt. *svata*ntra-) may have come through Old Javanese. *Swasta* may be compared with Sanskrit *sva*ṣṭha (Monier-Williams p. 1277) 'self-abiding, being in one's natural state' etc.

*tata* (Skt. *tata* 'extended, spread, etc.'). This is used as the first element of compounds to denote 'order, arrangement, system' in the sense illustrated by the following examples: 'good manners' *tata* aśabha; 'grammar' *tata* bhaśa; 'bookkeeping' *tata* būka; 'legal system' *tata* hukum; 'syntax' *tata* kalimata; 'system of nomenclature' *tata* nama; 'solar system' *tata* surya; 'ethics' *tata* saśa; 'discipline, order' *tata* tertīb; 'administration' *tata* uṣaha.

*tuna-* (Skt. *tunna* - 'struck, hurt, cut'). Already in Old Javanese this word had developed the meaning of 'lacking, being short of' and in this sense has been productive in modern Indonesian; for example 'illiterate' *tunaksara* (cf. Skt. *akṣara* 'letter'), beside *buta hura*; 'unemployed' *tunakarya* (cf. Skt. *karya* - 'work, business'); 'blind' *tunamatra* (Skt. *netra* 'eye'); 'immoral' *tunawila* (Skt. *suśila* 'good-tempered, well-conducted'); 'homeless' *tunaviama* (Skt. *veśma* 'building, house') and so on. It seems to combine only with roots of similarly Sanskrit origin.

-\*wan (Skt. *-vān*, a possessive suffix). This suffix occurs already on a number of loan-words from Sanskrit such as 'handsome' *rupawan* (Skt. *rupavāna* 'beautiful'); 'wealthy' *hartawan* (Skt. *arthavaṇa*); 'man of letters' *saraswāna* (Skt. *śrīvara-vāna* having or following sacred writings); 'loyal' *setawan* (Skt. *sāyaṇa* 'veracious'). This has become a productive suffix in Indonesian to denote the practitioner of a skill or activity, for instance 'journalist' *wartawan*, 'tourist' *wiaatawan*, 'intellectual' *cendekeawan*, 'illiterate person' *niraksaraowan*.

For the feminine, this becomes -\*wati, but I am not certain that this may always be substituted for -\*wan; on the other hand -\*wati may exist separately, for example 'model, mannequin' is *peragawati* which seems to have been used before *peragawan* 'male model' came into vogue (in about 1978).

One of the two words given for 'commerce' in Echols & Shadily's English-Indo-

**nesian dictionary is perniagaan,** a word with an interesting history. For a start the root is not *niaga* as this forms suggests, but *beniaga* (which frequently is taken to be *niaga* with *ber-* prefix) deriving from Prakrit *vānja,* Sanskrit *vāniya,* 'merchant'. This occurs in Pigafetta's word list of 1521 (Bausani, 1960, item 322, 'to trade, to barter'); but in the Dutch list of 1599 AD (Keuning, 1942, 161) 'to trade' is *berdagang.* It would be enlightening to study the rivalry between this indigenous word and the Sanskrit loan-word, which exists to the present day - the other word given in Echols & Shadily's dictionary for 'commerce' is *perdagangan.* In the 16th century Sudir (Drews, 1955, 66-71) both terms occur, dagang for 'stranger, exile' and *perbeniagaan* (note the correct form) for 'trade, commerce'.

2.5 Changes in meaning of the loan-words

Gonda (1973) devotes a chapter to this interesting aspect. The main possibilities in such a case are, firstly, that the word in its Malay or Indonesian form narrows its meaning, perhaps to a very specific function; for example, the Sanskrit *āgama* denotes inter alia 'a traditional precept, doctrine, body of precepts etc', in short 'anything handed down and fixed by tradition'; this in Malay and Indonesian has come to have the specific meaning of 'religion' (e.g. Islamic, Christian). The Sanskrit word *pañcita* signifies 'learned or wise, a philosopher, teacher, etc.'; it has this meaning in Indonesian, but is popularly understood as referring more specifically to a minister in the Protestant churches.

In a number of instances on the other hand the meaning after borrowing is extended. A good example is Sanskrit *sodara-* 'brother, born from the same womb', thus very specific. In Traditional Malay *sau* darya was extended to include cousins and others of the same generation. In modern Indonesian its use was greatly extended to embrace indeed all one's compatriots with the meaning 'you', being intended to replace other second person pronouns; this attempt to impose linguistically what had not been attained socially was not entirely effective. In Sanskrit *guna-* means 'quality; good quality, virtue, excellence' which meaning scarcely survives in Indonesian; *guna* has come to be the ordinary word for 'use', with an extension to mean 'for' as a conjunction; besides this, in the reduplicated form *guna-guna* (though there is some doubt about the origin of this word) it has the meaning of 'black magic'. Similarly the Sanskrit word *kapāla-* originally meaning 'cup' or 'jar', came to denote 'skull' and then 'head'. It has 'head' as its primary meaning in Indonesian, but this has been greatly extended into more metaphorical uses (cf. 'head' in English), for e.g. 'chief person'
in a group. It occurs in many compounds, such as 'village headman' kepala kampung, 'district officer' kepala daerah etc., (beside indigenous words for 'chief person' such as ketua, penghulu). Other metaphorical uses include 'cream' kepala susu, 'letter heading' kepala surat.

Another clear example of extended meaning is afforded by Indonesian sayembara; Sanskrit svayamvara has a very restricted meaning 'self-choice, i.e. the election of a husband by a princess or daughter of a keśatriya at a public assembly of suitors.' The theme of the princess choosing her future husband in this way is common in Traditional Malay romances, and so far as I know the word is not used in a wider sense. But in modern Indonesian it is used of competitions in general, for example for literary awards.

Sanskrit loan-words afford some good examples of a decided semantic shift brought about by changed environment. We have seen that raja has been taken over. In Traditional Malay the derivation kerajaan is an abstract noun used to denote 'kingdom' in its early English meaning, that is 'sovereignty, kingship' (e.g. naik kerajaan 'to ascend the throne'). As Malay states emerged following European models, especially in Malaya, kerajaan took the meaning of 'government' and of 'kingdom' in its usual modern sense of a political entity ruled by a monarch.

Negeri (Skt. nagar 'town') is used in Traditional Malay texts to denote the chief settlement of a ruler, often an elaborate collection of wooden buildings. As Amin Sweeney has observed "The Malay state was a river system rather than a territorial block with defined borders" with the negeri as its 'capital'. As European penetration proceeded, the Indonesian state did become 'a territorial block with defined borders', and that is the usual connotation of the modern Indonesian word negeri. It is readily understood that words which have undergone this kind of semantic change are real pitfalls to students who proceed to a study of Traditional Malay texts after having acquired a knowledge of (modern) Indonesian.

Another category of loan-words - though perhaps not quite discrete - is that where the meaning actually changes on passing from Sanskrit into Malay/Indonesian. The original meaning of the Sanskrit mūrkha- is 'stupid, silly, inexperienced, idiot, block-head' but, as Gonda observes, in Indonesia it has come to mean 'abnormal, deviating from the usual behaviour or course of action'. In Traditional Malay murka acquired a quite specific function which is rigidly observed by the writers; it means 'anger' in a very specific context of a ruler or God, and is the courtly equivalent of marah. The Sanskrit gambhira means 'profound, grave, serious, secret, mysterious, inscrutable.' In Traditional Malay it took on a different meaning of 'passion, excitement, lust for fighting'; in Indonesian its meaning has changed further, and it is the usual word to denote 'glad, happy &c.', far removed from the Sanskrit meaning. The explanation of such a profound change must wait until we have much more detailed information on semantic changes of vocabulary over the centuries in the main Indonesian languages. In the case of the Sanskrit padātī- 'pedestrian, foot-soldier' which in Traditional Malay came to mean 'cart', we may find some explanation in shifts of meaning which took place in the Javanese and Balinese versions of the Indian epics.

The Indonesian word lontar, denoting a palm leaf used as writing material, or an old manuscript written on it, can only be explained by reference to its having been acquired via Javanese. The leaf concern comes from the Sanskrit ḍvābiliṣṭoṃs, Skt. tāla-. In Javanese it was known as ron ('leaf', cf. Indonesian daun) tal, by metathesis giving the form lontar.

As might be expected, where terms of relationship are concerned, the prestige of Sanskrit determines that Sanskrit loan-words are more polite. For example 'husband' suami (Skt. svāmine- 'master, lord, king, husband') and istri (Skt. śrīt 'woman, wife') are politer than the indigenous laki and bini. Similarly putra (Skt. putra- 'son') and putri (Skt. putrī 'daughter') occur in Traditional Malay texts to denote 'prince' and 'princess' respectively, the word anak being used for the sons and daughters of others. However in Indonesian the terms have been devalued to the extent that they are used of sons and daughters of anyone, though still being regarded as rather polite.

It may be appropriate to include here mention of some interesting etymological doublets from Sanskrit. Perhaps the best known is that from the Sanskrit phala-meaning 'fruit' and also in a special sense 'nutmeg', giving in Indonesian [buah] pala 'nutmeg' and by an extension of meaning pahala meaning reward [for meritorious act]. The Sanskrit kārya- 'work, business' gave to Traditional Malay the word kerja 'to perform, carry out a task', often with a specific function, e.g. preparing for a wedding. This has come in Indonesian (perhaps under the influence of the notion of work introduced from Europe) to be the usual word to denote 'work'. Subsequently Indonesian has adopted the form karya to denote performance in specific fields, particularly creative and artistic. From the Sanskrit vārtta 'news' we get in Indonesian berita and warta, both meaning 'news' and perhaps not to be distinguished in meaning.

2.6 Cognates in Indo-European languages

We can conclude by looking at a few examples of interest, if not of great significance, of words in Indonesian linked through Sanskrit with cognates in the Indo-European languages which will be more
familiar to the readers of this.

The usual word for 'honey' in Traditional Malay was madu, and this survives in Indonesian and a number of other Indonesian languages. It is from the Sanskrit madhu- 'sweet, delicious, pleasant ...mead ... honey,' and is of interest for the cognates which will be recognisable in European languages, e.g. Russian medvedy 'honey bear' besides the English mead (a drink made from honey), in Dutch melde, in German Mead and so on.

The word pada exists in Traditional Malay in the term Seri Pada being 'the feet of royalty to which alone a subject can presume to speak'; it is from the Sanskrit pada- 'foot,' this is cognate with the Latin ped- 'foot' occurring commonly in English in words of Latin origin such as pedal, quadruped, or from Greek (e.g. tripod), and indeed has cognates throughout the Indo-European languages, such as English foot Dutch voet German Fuss besides the more obviously kindred forms of French pied and Italian piede etc.

We have seen the Indonesian kepala 'head,' from Sanskrit kāpāla-; this is cognate with Greek kephalē 'head' occurring in such English terms as cephalic 'headless' and may also be cognate with the English gable.

The prefix maha- 'great' (Skt. maha-) is cognate with Greek μέγας, the prefix in English words such as megath and with the Latin magnus, as in 'magnitude'. Indonesian danta 'tooth, tusk, ivory white' (Skt. danta- 'tusk, ivory') has its cognates in Latin dentalis, English dental and even English tooth. We see an obvious connection between Indonesian nama (Skt. na- 'name') and the English name; as we do between Indonesian nama (Skt. sāma- 'same') and the English name; similarly the Indonesian raja is cognate with Latin rex, regis, giving English regal etc.

2.7 Non-Sanskritic Indian influences

De Casparis (1981) draws attention to a number of loan-words which came into Old Javanese prior to 1000 AD from what he terms 'Middle Indo-Aryan' or Dravidian languages. Many are to do with crafts, and he concludes that their form in Old Javanese may owe something to their being orally transmitted. One example, being common in Indonesian, may be cited. In Indonesian the word pandai means 'clever, able to, skilled at,' Gonda (170-171) inclines to derive the word from the Hindi and Bengali pandā and pāmpā 'a learned man, scholar (also teacher).' De Casparis (1981) records the word in Old Javanese as early as 821 AD, and adds that it occurs "only in the meaning 'smith' and always followed by a further indication such as pandā wot, pandā tembag 'blacksmith and copper smith.' Respectively." In Traditional Malay it has a similar connotation (Wilkinson) "Artist-craftsman;

2.8 Tamil

The expansion of Indian cultural influence into 'Greater India' was not a monopoly of the users of Sanskrit. La Vallée-Poussin observes (cited in Coedès, 1968, 29) "All the eastern ports of India up to Tâmralipti (Tamiluk) contributed to this Indian expansion, but the South played the greatest role. Clear evidence of the mainly commercial activities of southern India in our area emerges from the first half of the ninth century A.D. Old Javanese inscriptions mention of kling; the earliest seems to be the reference to kuru kling in an inscription of 830 A.D. (Damais, 1970, 830). People of Kling are included in mentions of foreigners in inscriptions inter alia of 840 A.D. (Sarkar, 1969, 199), and of 909 A.D. (A.M. Jones, 1976, 55) and a ninth century inscription mentions cloth which was buat kling putih i.e. "made by Indians, or in a foreign land, and white" (A.M. Jones, 1976, 81). This interpretation of the word kling is even more cautious than that of H.B. Sarkar (1969, 201) who writes that [it] "denoted, in a general way, the Tamils, South Indians and even the Indians in general ..." That Sarkar's preference for Tamil was foremost is evident from his next remark "One should have expected, in this context, the inclusion of many Tamil loan-words in the Old-Javanese vocabulary ... " whereas he found none, with one possible exception.

The somewhat conjectural evidence of the actual identity of the kling in the Old Javanese inscriptions finds some support in the fact that elsewhere in the region, in the Malay Peninsula, also dating from the first half of the ninth century A.D., we find an inscription written in Tamil. This fragmentary inscription comes from Takuapa (in West Thailand, North of Phuket,) and in it Nilakanta Sastri (1949) sees evidence of the existence of a guild of merchants and "We thus see clearly that our inscription attests the presence at Taku-a-pa of a good number of Tamils including soldiers and merchants and having a permanent stake in the country ..." We find similar evidence of Tamil merchant activity in another inscription in Tamil in the following century, the inscription of 1088 A.D. from Lobok Tua in Sumatra. From this we can conclude "that a colony of Tamils resided more or less permanently
in Sumatra and that it included artisans who could engrave inscriptions on stones" (Nilakantha Sastrī, 1932, 326).

By the eleventh century under the Cōla princes in fact "the Tamils became one of the foremost trading peoples of maritime Asia" (Wolters, 1967, 250). In the first quarter of the century they raided the Sumatran state of Śrīvijāya and even captured its ruler (Wolters, op. cit. 205-1, Cœdös, 1968, 142-143).

The Malay chronicles show the Tamils in the fifteenth century as playing a significant economic and sometimes political role in the Malay states in which they settled.

Sarkar (1969, 202) that Tamil loan-words in Indonesian "increased considerably between the 15th and 19th centuries on account of the commercial activities of the Tamil people. The Hindu and the Muslim Tamils of the port regions of Malacca and the adjacent areas who kept their accounts in Tamil were mainly responsible for this state of affairs. These loan-words in the Malay-Indonesian vocabulary belong to the domain of trade and commerce."

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in fact probably the Tamil influence was greater than ever before, as a result of the largescale labour immigration from southern India and Ceylon into Malaya; however this was to have an effect on the Malay of the Peninsula, not on Indonesian, which is our primary consideration.

We can proceed by looking with Gonda (162, 164) at a couple of Indonesian loan-words which must properly be regarded as loan-words from Tamil, although ultimately from Sanskrit also. The Sanskrit word gopāla- 'cowherd' was known to Old-Javanes authors. The Indonesian word for 'herd' in this sense is gombala (e.g. gombala kambing 'shepherd'). The Traditional Malay form is the same, or gembala or kombala. These forms point to the word having come from Sanskrit not directly, but via the Tamil kōbāḷaṃ.

The Indonesian word for 'box, chest' is peti. Gonda would derive this from Tamil peṭṭi 'box', Sanskrit peṭa- 'basket'. Indonesian for 'metal' is logam, Tamil ulḻaṅṟam Sanskrit loka- 'red metal, iron'. Another example is furnished by segala, the Indonesian for 'all, the whole of', being taken from the Tamil segala which in turn derives from Sanskrit sakala- 'complete, entire, all.'

Van Ronkel (1902, 1903) lists over a hundred Tamil loan-words in Malay. Compared with Sanskrit loans, they could be said on the whole to be of a more concrete character, having less to do with religion or ideas and less the metaphysical sphere. Some examples will give an idea of their field: the Indonesian word is given first:

bedil 'firearm' Tamil veṭṭil
belenggu 'fetters' Tamil vilanggu
benara (or binara) 'laundry person' Tamil

2.9 Hindi

Very little has been published on this element. What few articles have appeared are mentioned by Teeuw (1961, 39-40); most of the examples given below are taken from a short article by Winstedt (1917); the Indonesian word is given first.

bati-biti 'court waiting maid' Hindi beṭṭi 'girl'
cap 'seal' Hindi oḥā 'stamp, seal'
curi 'steal' Hindi chorṇi 'theft'
cuka 'vinegar' Hindi oḥāk 'sour, acid' (Skt. ukra- 'vinegar')
dian 'candle' Hindi diya 'lamp'
ganjā 'Indian hemp' Hindi gāṅja 'the hemp plant'
kapā 'cotton, cotton wool' Hindi kapāṅ 'cotton' (Skt. karpāsa-)
kuli 'labourer' perhaps Hindi kūlī 'labourer'
kunoī 'lock' Hindi kunjī 'key' (or from Skt. kuṇāti?)
logam (obsolescent) 'bit, for bridles' perhaps Hindi lōgām 'bridle, bit'; or may be from Persian laghām, id.
roṭi 'bread' Hindi roṇī 'bread'
unta 'camel' Hindi ṣṇī

These attributions to a Hindi origin must be regarded as very provisional. I am grateful to Mr. S.C.R. Weightman for verifying the Hindi forms.
3.0 THE INFLUENCES OF ARABIC AND PERSIAN

(See p.13 for a table of the Arabic alphabet and the transcription used for the letters)

In his discussion of the question 'Is classical Malay a "Muslim language"?' Bausani (1975, 120, 114-115) writes "The presence of the old Sanskrit superstratum plus the shortness of the lapse of time between the beginning of Islamization and the advent of colonialism prevented the formation of a completely Muslim language ..." Precisely what a Muslim language would be need not detain us, but the sentence is illuminating in the way it draws our attention to one of the really striking differences between the influence of Sanskrit and that of Arabic on Malay: One way or another, Sanskrit had the field virtually to itself for over a thousand years - well over; as a consequence of this, Sanskrit was even "felt as a sort of pre-Islamic sub-stratum." It is impossible to be precise regarding the period during which Arabic was able to influence Malay (the influence still continues to some extent on Indonesian and modern Malay), but we might argue that the period during which it was unchallenged was not much more than three centuries.

These two facts, that Sanskrit began influencing Malay so very early, and that its influence pervaded the language for so long, support the case for regarding Sanskrit as a 'sub-stratum' rather than as a 'super-stratum'; the reader may have reservations as to whether it was actually Malay that Sanskrit was influencing in the early times, rather than some other Indonesian languages, such as Old Javanese or Old Balinese; these reservations would be justified, but do not weaken the argument, for it is probably characteristic of most Malay loan-words from Sanskrit that they came via other Indonesian languages, not directly from Sanskrit; this intermediating link would provide for their partial assimilation, phonologically and semantically before they entered Malay. The present day relevance of all this should be that the modern speaker of Indonesian is less conscious of Sanskrit vocabularies being 'foreign' than those from Arabic. I do not know of any experimental work to verify this proposition.

In the following discussion a number of publications will be mentioned, but in the Arabic field we have no comprehensive study to match Gonda's Sanskrit in Indonesia. There is much material, but it has not been collected. For Persian, the articles by Bausani (1964, and 1974) constitute the best discussion of the subject.

The reader may query my treatment of Arabic and Persian influence on Indonesian as one. To some extent the influences of the two languages can be studied separately, but certainly about half the Persian lexic is loan-words from Arabic, and it is seldom possible for us to decide that a given loan-word in Indonesian, unquestionably of Arabic origin, came into the language directly from Arabic rather than for example via Persian. A further complication rests in the fact that many loan-words from Arabic may have come indirectly via one of the 'Muslim' languages of India; indeed, the form of some loan-words suggests that this is the case (see Van Ronkel, 1899, 502, Brakel, 1970, p. 2, and Drewes, 1971, p.62). Theoretically such loan-words should constitute a separate category, but practical considerations justify our maintaining our classification of words of Arabic and Persian origin as an intelligible field for our investigation. One must also bear in mind the possibility, indeed the probability that many words did not come at a single given time by a given route: it is far more likely that they arrived in the Malay/Indonesian speaking world on more than one occasion and by more than one route, coalescing over the centuries into the loan-word as we know it.

For my own investigation in this field up to now I have set as my first aim the listing of the loan-words from Arabic and Persian in a consolidated list; further investigation will be needed into the finer points, such as the variety of Arabic (or Persian) from which they may have come, whether from the Kuran, or classical Arabic or a dialect of Arabic.

3.1 The chronology

If we took 0 A.D. as an arbitrary date for the beginning of Indian influence in the Indonesian area, we can helpfully take another equally arbitrary and approximate date for the beginning of Arabic and Persian influence - 1300 A.D. It cannot be denied that philological crumbs can be detected very much earlier (see for example teraju p. 34 right) but the beginning of the fourteenth century is the point of convergence for signs of real cultural influence. Reliable evidence for the existence of the first Islamic state in Indonesia comes from the last two decades of the 13th century. The earliest document written in Malay in the Arabic script, and at the same time the earliest Malay document to mention Islam (the trengganu Stone, from the Malay Peninsula) can be attributed to the 14th century. The next earliest Malay document referring to Islam, not this time in Arabic script (the Minye Tujuh inscription from northern Sumatra) is dated 1380 A.D.

The main corpus of material for the study of the development of the Malay language consists of Malay manuscripts written in the Arabic script (Jawi); it is possible that the tradition of writing which gave rise to the manuscripts also began in the fourteenth century, though the earliest manuscripts extant date from ca. 1600 A.D. So we have to concede that if there had been Arabic and Persian influence on Malay
some adults to continue their studies of the Kuran and of Arabic, an impetus which will be reinforced if they perform the pilgrimage to Mecca or have prospects of doing so some time. The study of Arabic is institutionalised in the State Islamic Colleges (I.A.I.N.). Some scholars will have the opportunity to study at Arabic-medium universities abroad. The Friday sermon will be an occasion for the ordinary Muslim worshipper to be exposed to the Arabic terms and quotations of the preacher. So from his birth, when the asan (Allah akbar! Allahu akbar!) will be whispered in his ear by his father, the Indonesian Muslim throughout his life will be exposed to the influence of Arabic.

It is quite impossible to quantify the influence of Arabic on Indonesian. A list of the loan-words compiled by the writer (1978) comprised 2750 from Arabic which could be attested with reasonable certainty. However, very many of these will form no part of the vocabulary of the ordinary Indonesian speaker, and many will be known only in narrow specialist circles.

3.2 Some Arabic and Persian loan-words classified by semantic field

In selecting examples preference will be given to the better known words in Indonesian, but less well-known words will be cited too. It will be seen that loan-words from Persian are to be found concentrated in just a few of the semantic groups.

1. Islamic religion

Taking religion in its broad sense, the loan-words from Arabic are very numerous indeed. As examples we can take Islam (Ar. Islām) 'Islam'; Muslim (Ar. Muslim) 'Muslim'; Allah (Ar. Allāh) 'God'; Alquran (Ar. al-Qur'ān) 'the Koran'; bielmālah (Ar. basmala) 'utterance of the invocation 'In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful'.

Then we get the epithets of God, many of which are known to Indonesians, especially those which occur commonly as combinations with Abdul in Muslim names: ĀAzīz (Ar. 'Āzīz) 'Dear [One]'; Gafar (Ar. Ghafār) 'Pardoner'; 'Jallāl (Ar. Jallāl) 'Glorious' and so on.

In this group too come the large number of what could be called religious technical terms, mostly to do with the duty of the believer to God, the ʿibādat (Ar. ʿibāda), such as amīl (Ar. ʿamīl) 'one of the pious poor eligible for charity out of the zakat'; aurat (Ar. ʿaurat) 'some parts of the body which are required to be covered up'; balīq (Ar. bālīq) 'of the age of legal maturity'; iddah (Ar. ʿidda) 'period of about 100 days during which widow or divorcee may not remarry'; īstitja (Ar.
'cleansing the body after excretion', a process prescribed minutely in the Traditions; lahad (Ar. láhād) 'the hollow made in a grave on the Qiblah side, in which the corpse is placed...'; [air] musahmak (Ar. musā’maq) 'water which has been used for ritual ablution'; tayammum (Ar. ṭayammūm) 'ritual ablution performed with sand when water is not available'.

Now it is evident that these terms have been brought into the language to denote innovations in religious practices for which there had previously been no word. Some, such as tayammum must be very rarely necessary in the Indonesian region, but will be found in the Muslim books on tradition and therefore are simply taken over. Where a religious practice had been known previously, of course there was no necessity to take a new Arabic term. There is a word for 'fasting', saum (Ar. sa‘um), but far more usual for 'fasting', even in an Islamic context, is waqṣa, already long taken over from Sanskrit (upavāsa).

It may be observed that we find almost no words of Persian origin in this group of 'religious' terms, since Persian itself needed to take them from Arabic with its adoption of Islam.

2. Abstract and philosophical terms

A large proportion of the loan-words with abstract meanings are concerned more or less directly with the moral values introduced with Islam. We get adab (Ar. adāb 'culture, refinement' etc.) 'civilised, refined'; adil (Ar. ṣādiq) 'just'; alab (Ar. 'alab) 'shame'; baka (Ar. bākā) 'everlasting'; barakat (Ar. baraka) 'blessing'; fadika (Ar. fadīka) 'disgrace'; fadilat (Ar. fadīla) 'excellence'; filafeṣat (Ar. fālaṣa) 'philosophy' (as an academic discipline); ilmu (Ar. 'ilm) 'science'; ikhlas (Ar. ikhlaṣ) 'sincerity'; kamil (Ar. ḥamīl) 'perfect'; mantik (Ar. mantiq) 'logic'; nafs (Ar. nafsa) 'self'; nahās (Ar. naḥāsa) 'naked'.

Sufi mysticism brought in a large number of technical terms: tasawwuf (Ar. tasawwūf) 'Sufism'; hakikat (Ar. ḥaqīqa) 'essential truth'; makrifat (Ar. ma‘rifat) 'knowledge'; fana (Ar. fana) 'transient'; besides this we get terms for Sufis such as fakir (Ar. fakīr) 'mendicant', and from Persian darūs (Pr. daruwsh).

3. Euphemisms

As is usual when a linguistic community is brought into contact with the speakers of another language which enjoys prestige, the speakers of Malay took over Arabic words as polite or euphemistic semantic doubles with existing words. There is in the Austro-Asiatic languages a word which in Indonesian takes the form buntung to mean 'pregnant'; this is superseded in the modern language by a polite form mengandung; but beside that, and probably more polite still, is the word hamīl (Ar. ḥāmil, 'porter' etc.). For 'death' Indonesian also uses a word of Austro-Asiatic origin kemati̇an (matt 'to die'); but beside this is the polite form maut (Ar. maut), which in spite of a superficial similarity is not a cognate. Besides this we have the word ṭafṣat (Ar. wafṣāt) 'to pass away' with respectful connotations. As with death, so for 'corpse' there are synonyms: there is bangkai, now used of animals but formerly of humans. The usual, quite respectful term is magat (Ar. mag'iṭ); rather more respectful is famasak (Ar. famasaq).

4. Political and military

Terms in connection with the organisation of the state have been largely supplied by Sanskrit, and these persisted. Beside rajā, we find the word Sultan (Ar. Sulṭān), but this is usually a title prefixed to a personal name, not used to denote 'a ruler'; waṣīr (Ar. waṣār) 'viceroy' is found, but mostly in exotic stories, the word bendahara being preferred in the Malay context; similarly abdāl (Ar. 'abdāl) denotes 'slave', but the indigenous word hamba is far more common; the term daerah (Ar. darā'īna) for 'district' on the other hand is in common use; the word daulat (Ar. dawla) 'aura of majesty' was fully adopted in Traditional Malay texts, and the derivative kedaulatan 'sovereignty' is a current term in Indonesian. The word syah (Pr. shāh 'king'), like Sultan, is not used as a common noun, but appears as an epithet after the personal name of a ruler (e.g. Sultan Muhammad Syah); takhta (Pr. takhta) is used for 'throne'.

Arabic has supplied a few military terms: saadiāh (Ar. sa‘diya, named after the town of al-Sa‘dū in Arabia) 'coat of mail'; and saṣf (Ar. esṣaf) 'sword' for example.

More military terms come from Persian: those referring to weapons are common in the 'Traditional Malay texts, (but of course are superseded in modern Indonesian by new terms referring to modern weapons.) We have okmar (Pr. oḥmar 'club'; kuhāl (Pr. kūlā) 'helmet'; tarkas (Pr. tarkāš) 'quiver [for arrows]; tufang (Pr. tufang, cf. Hindi tufang, Ar. tuṣfaq) 'musket'; sardar (Pr. sar-dār) 'general'; the word pahlawan (Pr. pahlauwān) 'champion hero' is fully assimilated in modern Indonesian.

Consistently with this, most of the terms used in the game of chess come from Persian.

5. Nautical and trade

Most are from Persian: bandar (Pr. bandār) 'port' (- and syahbandar for 'harbour-master'); kalasi (Pr. khalāṣī; rarely from an Arabic root) 'seaman'; khosra (Pr. khaṣṣāja) 'well-to-do' merchant'; nakhoda (Pr. nā-khūdā) 'master of a vessel'; seang (Pr. sūkānā) 'helmsman'; serang
(Pr. sar-hang) 'boatswain'; balabad (Pr. bīla-yībād) 'west' and sirbad (Pr. sir- bad) 'east'.

Amongst textiles we have cadar (Pr. chādar) 'cotton shawl'; dībaq (Pr. dībaq) 'silk fabric'; sarbaj (Pr. sar-baj) 'brocade'; selvar (Pr. shalwar) 'trousers' is common in modern Malay, though Indonesian uses kain animals; with this derāj (Pr. darrāj) is used for 'tailor', though the common term is tukang menjahit or tailor.

As for musical instruments, we have tabāl (Ar. ṭābāl) 'installation drum', but most others are from Persian: nafrī (Pr. nafrī) 'trumpet'; nobat (Pr. nobat) 'installation drum'; serūnā (Pr. sūr-nāy) 'clarionet'.

Finally we have the word saūdāgar (Pr. saudāgar) 'merchant' and pasār (Pr. bāsār, but derivation remains in doubt) 'market'.

6. Botanical and zoological

Quite a lot of terms in these fields were taken over from Arabic into Malay, and a substantial number from Persian too. The majority of these remain rare, evidently reflecting the fact that notions of plants and animals were introduced for example via the literature, but there have been few examples of the plants and animals themselves being brought in by speakers of Arabic or Persian.

From Arabic we get nabatāt (Ar. nabātāt) the vegetable world; jamā' (Ar. jamā'a) 'sycamore'; ja'awa (Ar. jaua) 'nut'; mawār (Ar. mā'l-ward should mean 'water of roses')? for 'rose' (beside the loan from Dutch, [bunga] ros); the Indonesian ar mawār 'rose-water' may therefore be tautological; tamr (Ar. tumr) 'date'; tin (Ar. tin) 'fig'; tufah (Ar. tufāh) 'apple' - but the usual word is qél, from Dutch; sābih (Ar. saßib) 'raisins' (but attested in Traditional Malay as denoting growing grapes); szartin (Ar. saßitt) 'olives'.

Botanical terms from Persian include anggur (Pr. angūr) 'grape'; gandum (Pr. gandām) 'wheat'; gul (Pr. gül) 'rose'; kurna (Pr. kurnā) 'date palm'. The word bustrān (Pr. bustrān) is used of 'garden' in literature only, the usual Indonesian word being kubun, a word of Austronesian origin; also Austronesian is the other word for 'garden' tamar, despite attempts to give it a Persian provenance (see JEBRAS no. 80, 1919, p. 38).

As regards animals, from Arabic we get ḥewān (Ar. ḥayātān) 'animals'; asād (Ar. asād) 'lion'; gamāl (Ar. jamāl) 'camel'; homār (Ar. ḥimār) 'zebra'; unjāl (Ar. 'unjāl) 'badger'; ikkān (Ar. ʾiqān) 'eagle'; nasr (Ar. našr) 'vulture'.

From Persian we have rubāh (Pr. rūbāh) 'jackal'; sag (Pr. sag) 'dog'; tsebraj (Pr. tsebraj) 'pheaasant'.

7. Anatomy, medicine

The Arabs were of course pioneers in early medicine, and it is therefore not surprising that many anatomical and medical terms came from Arabic (and few from Persian): aīn (Ar. 'aīn) 'eye' (but the Austronesian word mata is used of the physical eye); badān (Ar. badān) 'body'; dubūr (Ar. dubur) 'anus'; khalkum or lekum (Ar. ḥukūm) 'wind-pipe'; kubul (Ar. qubul) also parji (Ar. parji) besides kus (Pr. kus) 'vulva' being more polite than the indigenous puki; kutup (Ar. gullu) 'foreskin'; lisān (Ar. līsān) 'tongue' (usually in metaphorical senses); mani (Ar. manī) 'seminal fluid'; waṣṭah (Ar. waṣṭāh) 'face, countenance' - but muka, from Sanskrit, is the usual word; yadh (Ar. yadh) 'hand' - but the usual word is tangan; saka (Ar. dha- kar) 'penis'.

The words sehat (Ar. ṣihāt) and aṣfāt (Ar. ʿafīya) both mean 'good health', then we have bawāsir or wāsir (Ar. bawāṣār) 'haemorrhoids'; taʿūn (Ar. tajān) and wabāb (Ar. wabbāb) both mean 'epidemic'; ḥaṣā (Ar. ḥaṣā) 'menses'; līṣān (Ar. līṣāt) 'sodomy'; ʾaṭāk (Ar. ʾaṭāḥ) 'lesbianism'.

8. Time, dates and numerals

For time we have common words such as kāla, masa and kekira from Sanskrit; Arabic has added waqtu (Ar. waqt) 'period of time', šāmāran or jaman (Ar. zāmān) [usually long] period of time; sadat (Ar. saḍāt) 'moment'; muṣām (Ar. māṣām) 'season'. For more specific periods of time we have abad (Ar. abad) 'century'; sanāt (Ar. sana) 'year' is occasionally used in dates, but the indigenus word tahun is almost universally employed; so are the indigenous words bulan 'month' and hari 'day' (the word minggu for 'week' being a Portuguese derivation), but Arabic gave names for the months, and names for the days of the week: thus Muharram (Ar. Muḥarram) for the first [lunar] month, Safar (Ar. Ṣafar) for the second, and so on. For the week days Indonesians generally uses hari (Ar. harī) Ahad (Ar. yaum al-) aḥād 'day one') 'Sunday'; [hari] Senin (Ar. yaum al-) šāhin 'day two') 'Monday'; [hari] Selasa (Ar. yaum al-) ʿthalāthā 'day three') 'Tuesday', and so on.

As we should expect, the times of the day when it is legitimate to perform the ritual prayers all have names of Arabic origin, e.g. subuh (Ar. ṣuh) 'dawn'.

Aside from this, Arabic has given almost no numerals to Indonesian; a word like alif (Ar. alif) 'thousand' might be understood but the indigenous seribu is always used.

9. Education, books and writing

A number of terms commonly used in education come from Arabic: kuliah (Ar. kulīya 'totality, college') 'lecture'; munṣīt (Ar. munsīt) 'language teacher';
murid (Ar. murid) 'pupil'; nahu (Ar. nahu) 'grammar'; talib (Ar. talib) 'student'; tarbiya (Ar. tarbiya) 'education'; ustad (Ar. ustad) 'teacher [in Islamic institution]'.

It can be assumed that the Malay words for 'to write' menurut and menulis (originally 'to draw') are indigenous, and that consequently these peoples may have known how to write before the spread of Indian civilisation. It is remarkable on the one hand that so little in the sphere of writing was added to the lexicon from Sanskrit, and on the other that so much was added by Arabs; so many of the scribe's implements bear Arabic names that we are led inescapably to the conclusion that the Arabs brought the practical techniques of writing, and probably the materials as well. So we find kalam (Ar. qalam) 'pen'; kertas (Ar. qarafa) 'paper'; dawat (Ar. dawah and Pr. dawah 'inkwell' etc, but cf. Hindi dawat 'an inkstand, ink') 'ink'; jilid (Ar. & Pr. jilid 'wall') 'the frame drawn round a page of writing'; katib (Ar. katab) 'writer'; misitar (Ar. misatar, cf. Pr. misitar) 'a board for impressing lines on the page to guide the writing'; rehal (Ar. rihal) 'book rest, esp. for Kuran'; jilid (Ar. jilid 'leather, binding of a book, volume') 'volume, binding'; kurus (Ar. kurus [sing. kurras] 'guine') 'guine or gathering [in bookbinding]'.

Many other literary terms come from Arabic. As examples we may cite abjad (Ar. abjad) 'alphabet'; bab (Ar. bab 'door, chapter') 'chapter'; eja (Ar. hija) 'spell'; huruf (Ar. huruf) 'letter [of the alphabet]'; majalah (Ar. majalla) 'journal' and so on.

A couple of terms to do with writing come from Persian: kalaman (Pr. qalamadan) 'a case for holding pens'; karkun (Pr. karkun) 'secretary'.

11. Arabic phrases and bound morphemes; Arabic grammar

Of the donor languages which have contributed to the Indonesian lexicon Arabic is the only one which has given substantial numbers of what might be called 'loan-phrases' which are in everyday use. Thus we get asalalum alakum (Ar. as-salam 'alakum) 'Peace be upon you'; astaghfirullah (Ar. astaghfirul-lah) 'God forgive'; alhamdulillah (Ar. al-ḥamdu lillah) 'Praise be to God'. As cumbersome as they are, these have to be treated in the dictionaries as lexemes. Educated Indonesians will often recognise the constituents of these phrases, such as al (Ar. al-) 'the' or la (Ar. la) 'there is not', and these may be found in the dictionaries as separate entries, but although they are lexemes in Arabic perhaps they ought to be regarded as bound morphemes in Indonesian. It is nevertheless very helpful practically for a user of an Indonesian dictionary to have access to the meanings of these constituents, such as min (Ar. min) 'from, of'; wa (Ar. wa) 'and, by'; in (Ar. in) 'if'; bi (Ar. bi) 'with' (- but Indonesian bi can also derive from Persian bi 'without'). It would also be helpful if lexicographers gave help with the suffixes in Arabic such as -hu (Ar. -hu) 'him, his'; -ha (Ar. -ha) 'her, her'; -hum (Ar. -hum) 'them, their'. It is most usually the noun in its singular form which is taken as a loan-word into Indonesian. But there are exceptions, such as kun (Ar. kun) be (the command of God), or yakin (Ar. ya-kin) 'that is'. Occasionally we find both singular and plural, for example hadir (Ar. ḥādir) 'present [singular]' and hadirin (Ar. ḥādirin) 'those present'. We may find singular and plural combined (impossible in Arabic) as in kai-lhwal (Ar. kai-lhwal, plur. awhāl) 'circumstances'. Arabic nouns have gender, whereas Indonesian nouns do not normally show gender. In certain loan-words, perhaps where it is conceived that sexual distinction is important, Indonesian takes over both masculine and feminine form: syarif (Ar. sharif) 'title of a descendant of the Prophet' beside the feminine form syarifa; similarly dalal (Ar. dalal) 'a go-between' and the feminine dalalah. It is worth noticing that the word haml (pregnant) always occurs in its masculine form.

The complexities of Arabic grammar

10. Cultural innovation

It is natural to find that when the Arabic speaking peoples introduced a new object that object is found to have an Arabic name in Indonesian, and conversely when we find for example that 'chair' in Indonesian is kurei (Ar. kurei) we can conclude that it was first introduced by people speaking Arabic, or at least one of the languages influenced by Arabic. But even where concrete objects were not involved we can see in the loan vocabulary of Indonesian how the experience of the earlier speakers [of Malay] was extended under Arab influence. We can be sure for example that the Arabs did not bring snow to Indonesia, but the word for snow salju comes from Arabic thalj. The weather provides other interesting examples. Of course such concepts as 'rain' (huqun) and 'wind' (angin) were commonly experienced, and therefore have indigenous names. But when we come to the words to denote 'frost' and 'extreme cold' we again find terms from Arabic, respectively jalad (Ar. jalad) and samharir (Ar. samharir), and the word for 'hail storm' is tagerak (Ar. tagarg).

We must be cautious. The well known adat (Ar. ṣada) 'custom' denotes particularly those practices which existed long before the arrival of Islam and Arabic influences. Perhaps its adoption is to be explained by the fact that it was the arrival of a rival Islamic system of laws which gave rise to the need for a term to define the existing customary law.
make it possible for very many words to be derived from a simple root of three consonants. Often a single root will donate a number of different loan-words to Indonesian, although the affinity is not always obvious in the Indonesian form. From the root s-l-m we get a score of loan-words in Indonesian, for example: salam (Ar. salām) 'peace'; selamat (Ar. s-lmāt) 'safe [common in greetings]'; Islam (Ar. Islām); Muslim (Ar. Muslim); dawut (Ar. Dar al-salām) 'abode of peace' and so on.

12. Homographs and etymological doublets

The Arabic fa'il 'action' and fa'il 'sign' both come into Indonesian as fa'il, preserving their separate meanings. Beside kalam (Ar. kalām) 'word [esp. of God]' we have kalam (Ar. qalam) 'pen'; further examples are supplied by the Indonesian words hakim, hawa, nas, ummah and warid. Homographs can also be produced by taking over words from Arabic and Persian which happen to have identical forms, for example kamar (Ar. qamar) 'moon' and kamar (Pr. kamar) 'bath'; ramal (Ar. raml) 'prophecy' and ramal (Pr. rumāl) 'face-towel'. The word anggur (Pr. anġur) 'grape, wine' competes with two words already in the language: anggur 'a plant cutting' and anggur 'unemployment'.

The Arabic farq 'religious duty' appears in two words in Indonesian: fardu 'obligatory under Islām' and peluq 'necessary [without particular religious connotation]'; this couplet illustrates the generalisation that words associated with religion change in form more slowly than others. The Arabic shajara 'tree' has given Indonesian the form syajarah 'tree', a rare word, but also sejarah 'history' (from the Arab practice of writing genealogies in the form of branching trees), a common word.

3.3 Changes in meaning

With the word akal (Ar. 'aql) Indonesian has taken over its principal Arabic meaning of 'intelligent', but in addition has given it a definite meaning 'a sly trick'; Amal comes from Arabic 'amal 'action' [in a neutral sense], but in Indonesian takes on the meaning especially of a charitable act. Arabic kita' denotes 'a book' but the Indonesian kitab is used especially to refer to an Islamic (or indeed Christian) religious book (buku being usually used of other books). Similarly Arabic tabīt means 'physician, doctor' while the Indonesian form tabīt is used of a local physician without formal training in medicine. The word ralat is interesting; Arabic ghalaṭ means 'error, mistake, incorrect', a meaning which it also has in Indonesian, but in addition it gives a verb with the meaning 'to correct'. In Arabic kalima means 'word' &c. while the loan-

word kalimat in Indonesian means 'sentence' (the Nusantara words kata or perkataan being used for 'word'). The Arabic kulliyya means 'faculty, college institute' while the Indonesian kuliah means 'lecture'.

3.4 Cognates in Indo-European languages

The contributions which the Arabs made to the early development of science provide a link which accounts for some loan-words which are common to Indonesian and European languages: aljabar, alkali, alkohol need no explanation. Other words from Arabic have been adopted into English (and other European languages) and we have no difficulty in recognising such Indonesian words as bakets, darwiz, kadi, jin, salam, sultan.

The similarity between sirmikh (Ar. sirmik) and 'arsenic' will be clear when we allow for the insertion of the Arabic definitive article (al-sirmik). The word menara (Ar. manār) we shall recognise as 'minaret'. Sabun soap is a Wanderwort with cognates in so many languages that we cannot be sure that it came into Indonesian from Arabic (gābūn). Serbat 'a drink' (Ar. sharbat) is cognate with the English 'sherbet'. Another Wanderwort is gani (Ar. ghāzā) 'raider'. A word from the same root went from Arabic into European languages (from Algeria into French at the beginning of the 19th century, according to Dauzat) and appears in Dutch as rassin 'raad'. Thus in Indonesian beside the old-fashioned gani we find the word rasia, frequently used to refer to police raids.

Of the Persian loan-words we shall recognise sipahi as 'sepoys', syak as 'ruler', kawson as 'caravans', purdah as 'purdah' and firman as 'firman'. Syal we shall recognise when we remember that English 'shawl' (Dutch sjaal) are loans from Persian too. The word divan in Indonesian means 'assembly' and the Persian dawān has a similar meaning 'council of state' etc; also from dawān we get the Indonesian dipan 'divan', no doubt via Dutch dīvan; a third derivative from the same source is Indonesian duane 'customs', also doubtless via Dutch (douane < French douane).

4.0 THE INFLUENCE OF CHINESE

(The Chinese characters for the words mentioned are given on p.18)

As with Arabic influence, so with Chinese influence we may begin by comparing it with that of India. "It is astonishing" writes Coedès (1968, p. 34) "that in countries so close to China ... the cultural influence of the Middle Kingdom has been insignificant ... We are struck by the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Characters</th>
<th>Pinyin</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bah-mǐ́n</td>
<td>shàng-póán</td>
<td>算盤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bé-chhia</td>
<td>tāi-kong</td>
<td>紅公</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chhā́-óán</td>
<td>tāu-chiú́n</td>
<td>豆漿</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chhat</td>
<td>tāu-gê</td>
<td>豆芽</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fu-iung-hai</td>
<td>tāu-hŭ</td>
<td>豆腐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>góa</td>
<td>tê</td>
<td>茶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hang-lố</td>
<td>tê-kó́</td>
<td>茶壺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kong-si</td>
<td>tê-kòan</td>
<td>茶罐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lai-chi (lāi-chi)</td>
<td>teng</td>
<td>燈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lāu-téng</td>
<td>thăng</td>
<td>精</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lî́-hāi</td>
<td>thái-ko</td>
<td>痞哥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lôa</td>
<td>thâu-ke</td>
<td>頭家</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lú́</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>多</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mǐ́n</td>
<td>tŏe-chhîn</td>
<td>地磅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo-pan, mo-pien</td>
<td>toh</td>
<td>桌</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phah-sǹg</td>
<td>t'ŏng-saan</td>
<td>唐山</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sam-pán</td>
<td>tsa-bó́</td>
<td>臧婦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sien-sí́n</td>
<td>tsú-kong</td>
<td>主公</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sin-kheh</td>
<td>tsûn-tsú</td>
<td>舵手</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fundamental difference of the results obtained in the countries of the Far East by the civilizing activity of China and India." Coedes was focussing his attention on the countries of mainland South East Asia, and his explanation that the Chinese proceeded ten years - does not hold good for island South East Asia. But his observation regarding the astonishingly slight influence of China applies equally to our area, and at the same time he provides us with a clue as to the explanation for it: That it is Chinese culture which lacks some ingredient which would make it exportable in the region, rather than any lack of receptivity on the part of the Indonesian world.

At all events when we look at linguistic borrowing we are struck by the paucity of loan-words when we remember the potential for culture influence from a neighbouring country which enjoyed so much prestige over such a long period. The circumstances of Chinese influence over thirteen centuries have however been surveyed by L. Santa Maria (1974b), and it will be sufficient for our purposes if we take up the main points from that. The earliest contacts with China may have been an incidental consequence of Indian maritime trade with that country which inevitably passed through the Archipelago. Then there were the Buddhist monks travelling between those two major areas of civilisation; the monk I-tsing spent ten years in Sumatra in the seventh century A.D. Then, as both Chinese and Malay chronicles record, the states of South East Asia sent missions to the Chinese emperors. Besides these a direct trade gradually grew up between China and the Indonesian area, and when the Portuguese arrived in 1509 the Chinese junks could be found and "Chinese merchants were at home throughout the whole immense Indonesian archipelago."

Santa Maria considers the Chinese influence in the earliest world-lists of Malay. Possibly the earliest, dating it is believed from the fifteenth century, is in fact a Chinese compilation of Malay words (Edwards & Blagden, 1932). Gonda (1973 p.91) identifies about 16 Sanskrit loans amongst the 482 items in the list. There are also loans from Arabic and Persian, though not many. Santa Maria notes how few loans there are in the list from Chinese: dacing 'large scales' (see note below, p.21) and oawan 'teacup' (Hokkien ahk la, literary form of tē 'tea' + dâ 'bowl' - but also see below p. 21). The word for 'table' is interesting. It is given as to which is probably a Malay loan from Hokkien (toh 'table'); the word toh is still used in Baba Malay in Malaysia, but has been displaced in normal Indonesian and Malay by mejâ (from Portuguese, possibly influenced by Arabic.)

With the commercial and economic development of the region under the Dutch, and to a smaller extent the British, Chinese influence was intensified with the immigration of large numbers of Chinese who eventually became permanent settlers. They came mostly from the southern provinces of China (especially Hokkien and Kwangtung) and it is the languages of these areas that gave to Indonesian most of the loan-words from Chinese. The pattern of immigration, whereby immigrants established in the 'South Seas' would invite relatives and acquaintances from their own district in China to join them, led to the formation of pockets of varying size, of speakers of one Chinese dialect, so that in most centres of Chinese settlement there will be one predominant dialect which is known to all the Chinese living there.

The form of Chinese loan-words in Indonesian indicates their derivation from Hokkien (Fújiān) forms in the majority of cases; as Santa Maria points out (1974, 372), the Hokkiens have been longer established in the area than for example the Cantonese. It seems likely too that their propensity for engaging in trading activities has also contributed to their greater influence on Indonesian.

The settled Chinese communities developed their own patois of Malay, in Malaysia called 'Baba Malay' and in Indonesia known as Sino-Malay. The latter especially produced an abundant literature in a Malay (precursor of Indonesian) rich with Chinese terms. (See Claudeine Salmon, 1981, for an indication of the vast extent of this literature. Pierre Labrousse (1975, 176-178) gives examples of loan-words occurring in modern Sino-Malay sihat literature.) It is likely that these spoken and written forms of a Sinacised variety of Malay and Indonesian mediated the entry of loan-words into the standard languages.

The most convenient recent source on Chinese loan-words in Indonesian is that of Philip Leo (1973), which lists 169 loans. He is the main source for the following paragraphs. His published paper (Philip Leo, 1975) covers most of the same ground.

4.1 Some Chinese loan-words classified by semantic field

1. Nautical and trade

Santa Maria rejects a Chinese derivation for junk ('junk'); Philip Leo (1973, p.44) derives tongkang 'a cargo vessel, with sails' from Hokkien, but, although that is intrinsically likely enough, the precise derivation still has to be established. Santa Maria derives sampan 'boat' from [Hokkien] san or sam 'three' and pán 'a board'; this is widely accepted, but one has doubts still; the word may have after all a proto-Austronesian base, cf. Wurm and Wilson p. 21. With tekong 'skipper of a junk' we are on firmer ground, Hokkien tài 'helm' and kong 'work, person in charge' (see Macgowan p. 199). Câncu 'sucercargo, agent of the owner of a vessel' is from a Hokkien compound with the same meaning, consisting of tân 'vessel' and toú 'master'.
In trade perhaps the commonest Chinese loan-word is kong, used generally of a merchantile company, but also of almost any Chinese association. It is the Hokkien kong 'public' plus o to 'manage' and exists already as a compound in Hokkien with the expected meaning 'a trading company'. Tua k 'employer, boss' is a well established loan in Indonesian, used of Chinese; it exists as thau-ke in Hokkien with the meaning 'the master of a house or shop'. Sempoa or swipoa is a Chinese abacus commonly used for calculating in shops. It will be from Hokkien shg 'to calculate' with po 'a tray' i.e. 'abacus'; the alternative spelling swipoa reminds us that Hokkien loan-words did not necessarily come from the 'standard' Amoy dialect, and for this form a more likely original would be the Chang-chew su'. Pak sai 'to think' is another example of a word deriving from the Changchew dialect, in which the second syllable would be u (whereas in Amoy Hokkien it would be shg).

2. Food and drink

Philip Leo (1973, p.13, 42) gives a semantic category of 'Food, drink and cookery' (attributing to it 3% of the Chinese loan-words), and Santa Maria (1974, p.374) writes that the "highest proportion of these loan-words - about 20% - are relate, in fact, to food and the cuisine". Santa Maria goes on to remark that Chinese dishes, with the exception of those with pork which is repugnant to Muslims, have gained a firm hold on the daily life of Malays and Indonesians.

Burkhill (1935, 1980 - 86) devotes several pages to describing the versatile uses of Glycine max, to us the soya bean. 'Soya seeds' are known in Indonesian as daoge from Hokkien tau 'beans' and gâ 'sprout'. For 'soya bean sauce' Indonesian uses taoio from Hokkien tau-ohlu 'a thick salt sauce made from pulse'. An interesting example is the word for 'bean curd' tauh; this is from Hokkien tau-ku 'bean-curd shaped, but not yet pressed', and we should expect the word to appear in Indonesian (as it does in Malay) as tauhu; now the word happens to be one of the earliest of the foreign loans recorded in an Indonesian language, occurring in a list of foods served at a banquet mentioned in an Old Javanese inscription of the 10th century (The Watu Kura inscription, plate 5A, lines 4-5, see A.M. Jones, 1976, 60-91) indicating the antiquity of its adoption and suggesting that the Indonesian form comes via the Old Javanese, which was also tauh. We have mi 'vermicelli' from Hokkien maⁿ, and bakmi, from Hokkien bah-maⁿ 'vermicelli cooked with shrimps and some fat', although bakmi may vary from this in its ingredients.

The only two Cantonese words listed by Philip Leo (1973, p.38) both concern food; one is lati 'litchee or lychee' from Cantonese lai-oht, the name obviously having accompanied the plant, or the fruit, from southern China where it originates (see Burkhill, 1546-1547); it may be noted that its Cantonese provenance is not beyond doubt, as the word lai-ohi exists in Amoy Hokkien (Carstairs Douglas, p.298). The other word from Cantonese is pyung-hai, a kind of omelette containing crab, from the Cantonese fu-ying-hai.

As for drinks, the conspicuous loan is Indonesian teh for 'tea', no doubt from Hokkien te; the process of assimilation into Indonesian often involves adding a final 'h' to words in Chinese ending in 'e' (see p.28).

3. Household objects

For 'teapot' Indonesian has teko from Hokkien te-ko' an earthen tea-kettle, sometimes used as a coarse tea-pot', besides tekoan, Hokkien te-k'fan 'a tea-pot, esp. with a roundish body'. Anglo 'charcoal brazier' is from Hokkien hang-lo 'a small portable earthen stove, as for boiling water for tea'. Cat 'paint' is from Hokkien ohat 'varnish, lacquer'. Lonteng 'upstairs' comes from Hokkien lau-tang 'upstairs'. Ting 'lantern' is from Hokkien teng 'lamp, lantern'. Tong 'barrel' may come from Hokkien thang 'cask, barrel', but it is more probably from another Chinese dialect, e.g. Cantonese or Hakka, which have t'ung.

4. Miscellaneous

Gua and lu colloquial words for 'I' and 'you' respectively derive from Hokkien goa and lu. Singkek 'person newly arrived from China' (Hokkien sin-kheh 'newcomer') obviously has undergone a restriction of meaning confining it to the Chinese community. Similarly sinse, from Hokkien sien-se 'doctor' means in Indonesian 'Chinese doctor' (as opposed to a western-trained doctor, which is dokter). Cukong is a relatively recent vogue term used to refer to the (usually Chinese) capitalists working behind the scenes; Philip Leo derives it from Hokkien tso-kong 'a patron whom his dependants obey'.

4.2 Chinese dialects other than Hokkien

Philip Leo (1973, 32-38) lists 149 words as deriving from Hokkien, 13 from Hakka (Kheh), 5 from Mandarin and 2, as we have seen already, from Cantonese. Some of his attributions to Hakka (Kheh) could be questioned. For example Tong-san 'China' could be from Cantonese (Tong-san). Bopeng 'pock-marked' is a puzzle; Leo (1973, 37) derives it from Hakka mo-pien (Santa Maria prefers the spelling mo-pan) but this does not sound
entirely convincing to me even though it finds some support in the existence of an alternative Malay form mopeng (see Wilkinson). Another word attributed to Hakka taiko, 'leper' could as easily be from Hokkien (thai-ko); so could lêhâi (Hokkien lê-hâi, clever) which he attributes to Mandarin. It is not easy to decide from which dialect of Chinese some of the loan-words derive, and this may explain why Philip Leo does not list any as coming from Hainanese nor Tiociu. The loan dacing 'large weighing scales' mentioned above (p. 19) is a puzzle; I question whether the characters given for it by Santa Maria (op. cit. p. 380, item 3) or Philip Leo (op. cit. p. 39 item 49) are correct; more probable would be the characters which in Hokkien give tē-s̄-ōh̄in (see p. 18) (Carstairs Douglas, pp. 525, 81) 'sort of strong lever for raising great weights', but it seems likely that it has been taken from some other dialect than Hokkien. So with oawan (p. 19 above); the word for 'tea' is ohâa or something similar in several Chinese dialects, and it is rather more likely that oawan derives from one of these than the suggested derivation from the Hokkien literary from ohâa; it is nearly always a colloquial form of Chinese words which passes into Indonesian, and the colloquial Hokkien form of this word, as we have seen, is tē.

4.3 Semantic change

Philip Leo cites a few interesting examples. One is beak the ubiquitous trisha which can be seen in all Indonesian towns; this, curiously is derived from Hokkien bé 'horse' and ohâa 'carriage' the name evidently having been transferred from the pony cart which plied for hire to the pedalled vehicle which replaced it. (Cf. dokar a horse drawn vehicle whose name is evidently derived from dog-cart). Then there is cabu 'harlot', marked by Poerwadarminta as 'Javanese' but more probably derived, as Leo suggests, from Hokkien tsa-bó 'woman (somewhat vulgar or at least not polite phrase)'. Then there is Indonesian tok 'basket, esp. for rubbish' from Hokkien lōa 'a flat round bamboo wicker tray'; the Indonesian derivative loakan means 'second hand articles'.

4.4 Loan-words from Japanese

With the exception of the wartime loan-words, very few Japanese words are found in Indonesian. Sake (Jap. sake) 'fermented liquor made from rice' is of course known in many languages. Then Indonesian also has for example sakura (Jap. sakura) 'cherry'. A more recent loan is dakoan (Jap. dakkō-ōhan) 'inflatable doll [used by children].'

From 1942-45 the Japanese army and navy occupied Indonesia. They forbade the use of Dutch, and attempted to substitute Japanese for it. This proved to be impractical, and they had to concede the unavoidable use of Indonesian as language of administration, but nevertheless Japanese was taught in schools throughout the occupation, and many young Indonesians gained a basic knowledge of it. The loan-words which came in during the occupation were predictably those concerned with military activity and administration. It is a feature of these that most have since dropped out of use again. Thus we have military commands such as banggo! (Jap. bangō) 'Number!' and klotsuke! (Jap. ki o tsuke) 'Attention!' Administrative terms include kempetai (Jap. kempettai) 'military police'; keibōdan (Jap. keibōdan) 'civil defence organisation'; kumiao (Jap. kumiohō) 'head of a neighbourhood association' (which subsequently developed into the rukun tetangga). An interesting case is doraiba 'driver' from Japanese doraibā which in turn is from English driver.

Other languages

Thai has supplied practically no words to Indonesian. There is Muang Thai 'Thailand', from Thai muang thai; and a recent loan-word is [sepak] takraw 'play Indonesian basketball' from Thai takraw. I know of no loan-words from Burmese, Cambodian or Vietnamese.

5.0 THE INFLUENCE OF EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

5.1 Portuguese

It is generally held that the Portuguese were the first European race to influence Indonesian languages, and that the event which marked the beginning of effective European influence was the arrival of a Portuguese fleet under Diogo Lopes de Sequeira at Melaka in 1509. They were not of course the first Europeans to visit the area: Marco Polo and his companions passed through it, and tarried for five months in Sumatra waiting for the monsoon
to change, in about 1291 AD., that is at the time when Islam was only finding its first real foothold in Indonesia. Subsequently other Europeans, especially Christian missionaries, passed through the region en route for China.

In 1511 a Portuguese fleet from Goa under Alfonso d'Albuquerque drove the Malay Sultan Ahmad out of Melaka and turned that entrepôt into a Portuguese trading and naval base, from which they eventually built up a string of bases from which they were able to control the trade of the Spice Islands. What the Portuguese introduced to Asia was (in K.M. Panikkar's words) "an age of maritime power, of authority based on the control of the seas". For a century the Portuguese were the main channel of European influence on the Indonesian region. The earlier influences had been the result of peaceful penetration by foreigners. The Portuguese set a new pattern by occupying, usually by force, enclaves within which they exercised jurisdiction. The pattern was followed later by the Dutch and the English, who in due course were to spread out from their enclaves and impose their jurisdiction on the whole area.

Considering the brevity of their domination over the trade routes, the Portuguese bequeathed a surprising degree of influence. An account of their traces in the Archipelago, region by region, can be found in Da França, 1970. The extraordinary extent of their influence may be due partly to their custom of intermarrying with the local people, so that one still finds people bearing such Portuguese names as da Silva, or Rodrigues, and in places as far apart as Melaka and Maluku one finds a surprising number of Portuguese loan-words in existence; Paramita Abdurachman (1972) lists about 200 words in Melagu-Ambo and Da França (1970,65ff) gives lists of Portuguese loans for a number of regions in Indonesia.

Paramita Abdurachman (1974) discusses the phenomenon of the "Portugis" community in Jakarta who, although being of non-Portuguese origin themselves, used the Portuguese language well into the eighteenth century; although the Portuguese never occupied Batavia, it is recorded that when the Dutch took Melaka (1641) some Portuguese families moved to Batavia (Vlekke, 1959, 158); in Batavia in the early part of the century indeed "Portuguese and Malay were the languages most used in daily life, and the Directors [of the V.O.C.] sent definite orders to counteract the spreading of the Portuguese language and to foster that of Dutch ..." (Vlekke, 1959, p. 192).

As Dalgado points out (1936, xxxivf), this taciturnity of Portuguese seems to have been a feature of the language also in other parts of Asia. He remarks on the failure of Dutch to displace it in Ceylon, and something similar seems to have occurred in the Netherlands Indies, where discouragement of the use of Portuguese, seen as the language of Catholicism, resulted in the adoption of Malay rather than Dutch as the language of Protestantism.

The nature of Portuguese linguistic influence is succinctly described by Dalgado (1936, xxx) in these two paragraphs:

"The Portuguese also promoted the civilisation of the East by her immense trade, bringing over from Europe objects unknown in these parts, introducing these into the domestic life of the people, and by carrying very many objects from parts of Asia to others more remote in the continent; this last fact is testified to by the names of the articles with which are associated their place of origin.

The flora of Asia and, in a special degree, that of India owes to Portugal the introduction of very many plants, most of them of American origin, many of which now grow wild, cover extensive areas and are of conspicuous utility."

The fullest general discussion of the Portuguese loan-words in Malay/Indonesian is to be found in the article by L. Santa Maria (1967). Among several Portuguese word-lists, the most satisfactory is his unpublished "A preliminary list of the Portuguese loan-words in Malay-Indonesian" (1978, compiled under the auspices of the Indonesian Etymological Project, and incorporated in Grijns et al., 1983.)

5.2 Some Portuguese loan-words classified by semantic field

Dalgado (1936, xliiiivf) discusses some general aspects of the way that Portuguese influenced Asian languages, and he begins with a category comparable with that which we adopted for Sanskrit and Arabic, namely religion.

1. Religion, specifically Christian Catholicism

The Portuguese mission to spread their faith is well known. Perhaps the best known loan-word in this sphere in Indonesian is gereja (Port. igreja) 'church'. The modern Catholic Church in Indonesia retains some terms from Portuguese, such as padert (Port. padre) 'priest'; Natal 'Christmas' and Paskah 'Easter' are the common Indonesian terms for these festivals, and derive from Port. Natal and
2. Objects in everyday use

The following examples are drawn mainly from the list compiled by Professor Santa Maria: bangku 'bench' (Port. banco); meja 'table' (Port. mesa, cf. Latin mensa), but as Santa Maria has observed this could be influenced by a cognate in some Indian language, or indeed have reached Malay via such a language - similar forms can be found in a number of languages, e.g. Arabic māṭida, Persian māṭidat, mes, Hindi mes, Benggali mej and Telugu meja; beranda 'verandah' (Port. varanda); jendela 'window' (Port. janela); Santa Maria (1967, p. 107) has the support of most writers on this subject in rejecting the derivation of lampu 'lamp' from Port. lampada, preferring to derive it from Dutch lampa 'doll, puppet' (Port. boneca).

3. Foods and plants

A number of food preparations must have been introduced by the Portuguese, such as keju 'cheese' (Port. queijo) and mentega 'butter' (Port. manteiga). Amongst plants which the Portuguese brought from South America are nanas 'pineapple' (Port. ananas); papaya 'papaw, Carica papaya' (Port. papaya); and of course tembakau 'tobacco' (Port. tabaco).

4. Clothes and textiles

One of the things that caught the attention of the Malayan chroniclers when the first Portuguese arrived in the Archipelago was their headgear, and the word cepau (Port. chapeo, cf. Fr. chapeau) has entered the language meaning 'hat'; apart from that we have butang 'button' (Port. botão); kemeja 'shirt' (Port. camisa, a word with many cognates); sepatu 'shoe' (Port. sapato); tuala 'towel' (Port. toalha); pita 'ribbon' (Port. fita); beledu 'velvet' (Port. veludo).

5. Writing

Only a few terms occur, but two of these are significant: pena 'pen' comes from Port. pena, (cf. Latin penna 'feather') and tinta 'ink' (Port. tinta); the point is that, although alternatives occur from

6. War and administration

The sophistication of Portuguese military and naval technology lay at the heart of their success in the East. In Indonesian armada (Port. armada) is the usual word for 'fleets'; similarly 'bullet' is peluru (Port. pellouro); many other terms survive in Indonesian, but are now archaic, such as wizurid 'vice-roy' (Port. vice-rei); gubernatur 'governor' (Port. governador), now displaced in common use by gubern ( < Du. gouverneur); istinggar 'musket' (Port. espingarda); kapitān 'Captain-Major' (Port. capitão maior); petor 'factor, agent' (Port. feitor).

7. Miscellaneous

The word kereta (Port. carreta 'cart') is common in Indonesian, referring to various vehicles, e.g. kereta api 'railway train' (and in Malay kereta is used for 'car'); bola 'ball' (Port. bola) is very common, as is roda 'wheel' (Port. roda); bendera 'flag' is from Port. bandeira. The Indonesian for 'Sunday' is hari minggu (hari 'day' + Port. domingo); Murphy (p. 307) derives Sabtu 'Saturday' from Port. Sabbado but since the other weekdays are called by names deriving from Arabic, it seems more likely that Sabtu is from Arabic sabt.

Tempo 'time' is Port. tempo; meski [pun] 'although' is thought to be derived from Port. mas que.

5.3 Dutch

If the Portuguese arrived in the Indonesian region just after the sixteenth century had begun, the Dutch arrived there just before it ended. In 1596 four Dutch merchant vessels under the command of Cornelis de Houtman arrived at Bantam in West Java and they were received in friendly fashion by the local authorities and by the resident Portuguese merchants (Vlekke, 1959, Chap. V). This Eerste Schipvaart ('First Voyage') opened up three and a half centuries of Dutch contact with the Indies, first as traders, subsequently as settlers and eventually as colonisers.

De Vries (1980) outlines the influence of Dutch on Malay (later Indonesian); in
Despite the efforts of the Dutch East India Company, Dutch did not catch on in the Indies during its time (1602-1799 AD); Dutch made some progress in the nineteenth century but "The rise of the Dutch language started in the twentieth century". By 1942 about 230,000 Indonesians had mastery of Dutch; that year saw the occupation of the area by the Japanese, and an immediate clamp down on the use of Dutch. It has survived since in restricted circles, notably those of the older generation who learned it before the Japanese came.

5.4 Some Dutch loan-words classified by semantic field

I know of only two at all comprehensive lists of Dutch loan-words in Indonesian. The first is a typed list compiled by Drs Sudarno and kindly made available to the Indonesian Etymological Project in 1974. This has been superseded by a list compiled under the aegis of the same project, initiated by the writer and compiled by Dr C.D. Grijs and Dr J.W. de Vries in Leiden; many of the following examples are taken from a pre-publication computer print-out of this list, which has since been published under the title European loan-words in Indonesian (see Grijs et al, 1983). The writer is indebted to Dr Grijs and Dr De Vries for helpful comments on the material in the following pages concerning Dutch loan-words. Labrousse (1975, pp. 179-190) lists 690 relatively recent Dutch loan-words in Indonesian, and discusses fully the spheres of activity in which they occur.

One of the fullest discussions of the loan-words in Indonesian from European languages is contained in Murphy (1968). The semantic classification for this section is based to some extent on his work, which is also the source for some of the examples given. In every class Dutch loan-words will be found intermingled with English, and it is not always simple to distinguish one from the other. The distinction is broadly chronological, and one can generalise to the point of stating that loan-words from Dutch came into Indonesian during the colonial period up to 1942, and that from about 1945, but particularly after 1965, the majority of foreign loan-words were from English (including American). This is subject to some modification: de Vries (1980) has pointed out the Dutch forms of loan-words (e.g. televisie 'television' Du. televisie) which came in after 1957; he rightly draws attention to the continued function of Dutch as a prestige language in restricted circles, with a continuing potential as a donor language for loan-words.

1. Technology

It is natural that developments in this field led to the adoption of many Dutch terms, such as [bengkel 'workshop' (Du. winkel); bensin 'benzine' (Du. benzine); akt 'accumulator' (Du. accu, for accumulator); ampere 'ampère' (Du. ampère); tuten 'horn' (Du. toeter); sekring 'electrical' fuse' (Du. sekering); sakelar 'electric' switch' (Du. schakelaar).

2. Transport

The names of several vehicles come from Dutch, such as sepeda 'bicycle' (Du. velosipede); brompit 'moped' (Du. bromfiets); mobil 'car' (Du. automobiil); bis (short for autobis 'bus' (Du. autobus); trottoar 'pavement' is from Du. trottoir; also trayek 'section [on a bus route]' (Du. traject); bagasi 'luggage' (Du. bagage); tuasih 'excess fare' (Du. toeslag).

3. Commerce

Here we find many words, such as andil 'share [in company]' (Du. aandeel) now almost replaced by saham; anemer 'contractor' (Du. aanemer) though now replaced by pemborong; akta 'document' (Du. akte); aktetas 'brief case' (Du. aktetas); asep 'bill of payment' (Du. accept); brosur 'brochure' (Du. brochure); adiperteni 'advertisement' (Du. advertentie), beside the more usual iklan (< Ar. ilān); asep 'promissory note' (Du. accept); tik 'to type' (Du. tik, tikken); mesin tik (cf. Du. machine 'machine') is 'typewriter'; aktori 'patent, charter' (Du. octroy); kapling 'parcel of land' (Du. kaveling).

4. Military

While basic words such as 'soldier' or 'war' existed before the Dutch arrival, the more complex military organisation was introduced over the centuries on the Dutch model, and we naturally find that most of the military vocabulary is from Dutch: arti 'artillery' (Du. artillerie); mitralair 'machine gun' (Du. mitrailleur) though senapan mesin is now usual; watermantel 'water-cooled machine gun' (Du. watermantel); trekker 'trigger' (Du. trekker, from which Eng. trigger is also derived); sent 'army engineers' (Du. genie).

Most military ranks are from Dutch, such as kopral 'corporal' (Du. korporaal); sersan 'sergeant' (Du. sergeant); sersan mayor 'sergeant major' (Du. sergeant major); letnan 'lieutenant' (Du. lieutenant); kapten 'captain' (Du. kapitein); mayor 'major' (Du. major); kolonel 'colonel' (Du. kolenel); brigadir-jenderal 'brigadier-general'; but was there formerly a rank brigadir-jenderal in the Dutch forces? J.W. de Vries states that there was not; this must therefore be an example of a loan-blend, possibly under American influence.)
5. Religion

In spite of the religious vocabulary donated to Malay/Indonesian by previous language influences, certain innovations, mostly of a practical kind brought with them loan-words from Dutch: atelis 'atheist' (Du. atheïst); baptis 'baptism' (Du. baptis); sierling 'Protestant missionary work' (Du. aandeling); sufragan 'suffragan [bishop]' (Du. suffragaan); bishop 'bishop' (Du. bisschop, now largely replaced by wakjuk); Vatikan 'The Vatican' (Du. Vaticaan); liturgie 'liturgy' (Du. liturgie).

6. Entertainment, art and sport

We find such words as aktor 'actor' (Du. auteur) and the female equivalent aktris 'actress' (Du. actrice); balet 'ballet' (Du. ballet); aula 'hall' (Du. aula); tonil 'play, the theatre' (Du. toneel). Art forms introduced prior to the middle of the twentieth century will also have brought with them Dutch loan-words, such as surrealis 'surrealist' (Du. surrealist). For sporting terms of English origin which have probably come via Dutch, see p.25; De Vries derives senteooroor 'centre forward [in football]' from Du. centervoor.

7. Government and administration

Parallel with the military organisation, civil administration was also of course a Dutch innovation, and we find the expected crop of loan-words: ambtenar 'civil servant' (Du. ambtenaar), beside the more usual pegawai, of Nusantara origin; afdeling 'section' (Du. afdeling); benum 'appointment' (Du. benoemen); bestir 'management' (Du. beheer); haminte or geminte munici- pality' (Du. gemeente).

8. Education, writing

We have alfabet 'alphabet' (Du. alfabet); archief 'archives' (Du. archief); stambuk 'register' (Du. stamboek); at a more practical level we have for example pulpen 'fountain pen' (Du. vulpen); fotokopi 'photocopy' (Du. fotoopie, although the derivation may be English photopopy).

The names of sciences generally come from Dutch, for example sociologi 'sociology' (Du. sociologie), antropologi 'anthropology' (Du. antropologie), arkeologi 'archaeology' (Du. archeologie).

9. Law

The Dutch introduced their judicial system, based on the Code Napoléon; so we find such terms as wet 'law' (Du. wet); vonnis 'sentence' (Du. vonnis); subisdr 'in default' (Du. substelstaat); justis 'justice' (Du. justis); juridis 'juridical' (Du. juridisch).

10. Everyday articles

We find foods such as soes 'sausage' (Du. sausje); apermut 'porridge' (Du. havermout); sus 'cream puff' (Du. soes); borte 'carrot' (Du. wortel); ase 'hashed meat' (Du. hackee).

Other articles include blek 'tin' (Du. blik); asbak 'ash tray' (Du. asbak); anduk 'towel' (Du. handdoek); spon 'sponge' (Du. spons); tapelak 'table cloth' (Du. tafellaken); atap 'jar' (Du. stopfles 'stoppered bottle'); pispot 'chamber pot' (Du. pispot); pantoffel 'slipper' (Du. pantoffel); ritslutting 'zip fastener' (Du. ritsstropping). It is evident that a huge number of articles in everyday use were introduced by the Dutch.

11. Miscellaneous

Very common in colloquial Indonesian is toh 'surely, though' (Du. toch); perhaps used more in irony are such phrases as yahut! 'Great!' (Du. Ja goed!); telat 'late' is another example of two words in Dutch (te laat) being combined to form one in Indonesian; another example of such combination is ndok 'to have lodgings with board' (Du. in de kost). Other words in colloquial use are oom 'uncle' [used as a form of address to elders] (Du. oom); tante 'aunt' [also used as form of address to elders, female]; menir 'sir, gentleman' (Du. mijnheer); perdom! 'I'll be damned!' (Du. verdomd!)

5.5 Hybrids

Nouns from Dutch may be combined with affixes from other sources, for example tatabuku 'bookkeeping' (tata- from Sanskrit, buku presumably from Dutch); banlengan 'armband' (Du. band + Nus. lengan 'arm'); lampukilat 'photographic flash' from Dutch lamp + Nusantara kilat.

Then we find the use of productive affixes, such as anti-, which can be prefixed to a variety of words, e.g. anti-perang 'anti-war' (anti- + perang, Nus. = 'war' - cf. Murphy, 1968, p. 143). There are productive suffixes such as -itas (from Latin), giving for example astabiditas 'absurdity' (Du. absurditeit with a sub- stituted ending); stabilitas 'stability' (from Du. stabilité); universitas 'university' (from Dutch universiteit); sponsanitas 'spontaneity' (from Dutch spontaneiteit).

The Dutch ending -atie is represented in many loan-words taken into Indonesian, for example sublimasi 'sublimation' (Du. sublimatie). The ending -asi has itself become productive, so that we find the word translasi 'translation' formed by adding -asi to the root of the English word translation. Cf. Murphy, 1968, 256ff.
5.6 Words formed from initials

We find *acce*, being the Dutch pro-
nunciation of the abbreviation *aac* of
*accoord* 'agreed'; *behka* 'brassiere' from
the Dutch initials *b.h.*, *buatohuder*; *tebe*
'[officials] available for attachment'
from Dutch *t.b.*, *ter beschikking*; *tebeese*
'tuberculosis' from Dutch *T.B.C.*, *tuber-
culosus*; *u.de* 'acting, temporary' from
Dutch *u.d.*, *waarnemen*. [For a comprehen-
sive list of combinations of initials used in
Indonesian, see *M. Bruyn* (1970)
and for a discussion of their function see
De Vries (also 1970).]

5.7 English

English contacts with the region
occurred at about the same time as the
Dutch. Sir Francis Drake, the first En-
glishman to circumnavigate the globe
(1577 - 1580) crossed the Pacific and
reached Ternate from the East in 1579, re-
ceiving a friendly reception there and
later in Java. Ralph Fitch spent eight
years travelling through the Middle East
and thence to South East Asia, and in 1588
spent seven weeks in the Portuguese set-
tlement of Malacca. More significant was
the voyage (1591 - 1594) of Sir James
Lancaster, in command of three vessels,
who called at Sumatra and spent some time
in 1592 refitting off the then unsettled
island of Penang. The experience of
this voyage and the success of the Dutch
'Second Voyage', led merchants in London
to band together to form the [English]
East India company, in 1600. In 1601 Lancaster
sailed again in command of four Company
vessels to return laden with spices.
During this voyage, in 1602, he obtained
permission to establish the first English
'factory' in the Indies, in Bantam. Sub-
sequently British trading settlements
were set up elsewhere.

One of these was at Benkulen, Wet-
Sumatra (in 1685), where William Marsden
was to serve in the following century,
from 1771 to 1779. Discussing the adop-
tion of foreign loan-words into Malay in
his Grammar (1812 , p. xvii), Marsden
observes "Several Dutch terms have been
in like manner adopted; but, from the more
confined limits of our establishments, the
English innovations have hitherto been
very inconsiderable". This was to be the
pattern throughout the colonial era of
the Dutch East Indies: British linguistic in-
fluence remained slight, while the in-
fluence of Dutch was considerable, reflect-
ing the steadily increasing extension of
Dutch commercial and political influence
in the region.

However from 1945, when English-speak-
ing forces occupied Indonesia for a short
period, and more especially from about
1966, when Indonesia was opened up to
western economic and cultural influence,
English came to be by far the major con-
tributor of foreign loan-words to Indone-
sian, accompanying all sorts of technical
and fashionable innovations which poured
into the country.

P. Labrousse (1975, 179) in his
lexicographical research in West Java
discovered that English loan-words became
dominant in about 1974; he draws attention
to some of the sources of English influence,
such as English programmes on Indonesian
television and the widely disseminated En-
glish language courses. He lists (pp. 194 - 195) 149 loan-words from English, (or
American, it is often impossible to deter-
mine which,) which were first registered
between 1960 and 1970. Most of the fol-
lowing examples are taken from Labrousse
or from the list compiled by Grijs (see
p. 24). In the following paragraphs,
where the Indonesian loan-word and the
equivalent 'meaning' in English are spelt
the same, the latter is generally omitted.

5.8 Some English loan-words classified
by semantic field

[An asterisk * marks words which may
easily have come first via Dutch into
Indonesian]

1. Sport

*Badminton*; *aan* 'chance' (though *kane,*
from Du. *kans,* is now more usual); *golf*;
*lifter* 'weight lifter'; *tem* 'time'; *wing*;
*refri* 'referee'.

The following sporting terms, also of
English origin, have to be seen in a dif-
ferent light: *penalti* 'penalty [in foot-
ball etc.]'; *prikik* 'free kick'; *start*;
*start*' team* 'team'; *bantam* 'bantam
weight'; as De Vries has pointed out, they
occur in pre-war Indonesian, and therefore
will almost certainly have come via Dutch,
and therefore strictly are loan-words from
Dutch rather than English.

2. Entertainment and art

*Dub* 'to dub [film]'; *oscar* 'Oscar
[prize]'; *longshot* *producer* 'producer';
*star*; *strip tease* 'strip tease'; *subtitle*;
*superman*. In popular music: *dram* 'drum'; *jesben* 'jazzband'; *pop*;
*lospeker* 'loud speaker'; *swing* 'swing'.

3. Social life

*Po* 'servant' (Eng. *boy*, with ex-
tended meaning); *bodog* 'body guard';
*hot*; *kelab* 'club'; *snob*; *sorry*;
*VIP* 'very important person' [initials].

4. Military

*Bomber*; *target*; *manuver* 'manoeuvre'.
jeriken 'jerry can'. Several weapons are known by their English names: owengan 'Owen gun, [a submachine gun]; bren* 'Bren [a light machine gun]; sten 'Sten [a light automatic weapon]; pompon 'pompon [quick-firing gun].

5. Commerce

joint 'Joint [especially of a project]; komoditi 'commodity'; royalti 'royalty'; tep* 'to type'; binisamhen 'businessman'; tanker 'tanker [ship].

6. Transport

besikal 'bicycle' (but sepeda is more usual); terminal; suburban 'type of hire car' (Eng. suburban?); pikup 'light truck' (Eng. pick-up); dokar 'two wheeled carriage' (Eng. dogcart); turis* 'tourist'; steward, stewardess 'steward, air hostess [on plane]. (the usual words in modern Indonesian being however pramugara, pramugari).

7. Technology

Asembling 'assembly';.coas 'charge'; jet; komputer 'computer'; pik-up 'pick-up'.

8. Everyday articles

bar* 'bar [for serving food or drinks, not necessarily alcoholic]; barel 'barrel'; cokelat 'chocolate'; postkard 'postcard'; wesket 'waistcoat'; tuft 'tweed'.

9. Miscellaneous

The pronouns ay 'I' and ye 'you' are occasionally used. Okey 'O.K.' is used colloquially. Amongst proper nouns it is possible that Indonesia is an English loan-word (as it started life in English), but it may have come to Indonesian via the Dutch. T.V. 'television' comes from English, as the two letters have their English pronunciation.

5.9 Latin - a brief note

The significant number of Latin words in Indonesian will no doubt have come mostly via Dutch, but it is nevertheless convenient to deal with them as an entity, as do Murphy (1968, pp. 141-142) and Labrousse (1975, pp. 190-191).

Examples are: ad hoo; alias; alma mater; alumnus; bona fide; ditto; forum; gratia; honorarium; idem; kampus (Lat. campus, probably from American rather than Dutch); kontra (Lat. contra); libido; minus; nota bene; per; per capita; persona non grata; plus; podium; pro forma; sub;

status quo, super, verum, via.

Like Latin loan-words and phrases in European languages, these have undergone varying degrees of assimilation.

Murphy (1968, p. 144) discusses prefixes of Latin origin which are used productively in Indonesian: anti (see above, p. 25); az (eka); pro; kontra; sub; non. We may also mention the suffix -itas (also p.25).

5.10 Changes in meaning of European loan-words

Indonesian gardu means 'guardhouse', and can mean 'bus shelter'; it is from Port. guarda which means 'guard, watchman'. In Jakarta dialect moler means 'prostitute'; the Port. mulher from which it derives means only 'woman'.

Words of Dutch derivation which have undergone changes of meaning include Indon. antusias which can mean 'passionate' while the Dutch enthousiast from which it is derived means rather 'enthusiastic'. The Dutch hounder has a wide meaning corresponding to the English 'holder', but the loan-word hower in Indonesian refers specifically to the magazine of firearm. Then there is the much quoted Indonesian term indehoy 'to make love', which derives from Dutch in de hooi (it should be in het hooi) meaning 'in the hay'.

English gives a number of loan-words which have undergone semantic change. A common term in recent decades is dropping (sometimes drop) meaning 'delivery of supplies' for example by truck, although the term must originate from Eng. air drop. The Indonesian term for 'juvenile delinquent', kroebot, is enigmatic; it must surely be from English crook-boy but the reason for the transfer of meaning is not clear. The English 'pony-tail', referring to a hairstyle, has been taken into Indonesian simply as pony but denoting a fringe, as in Dutch. English acceptor has been taken into Indonesian as akceptor to mean 'one who participates in family planning'.

5.11 European words of non-specific origin

In our study of loan-words strictly speaking we are governed by the rule that the 'donor' language is the immediate donor to the receiving language. Thus the word daster 'housecoat [in which one dusts]' no doubt derives from the Eng. duster, but probably entered Indonesian via Dutch, which has adopted it in that sense. Similarly smoking 'dinner jacket' will have come directly from Dutch. Kudeta is without doubt from the French coup d'état but like the many other French words in Indonesian it most probably came via Dutch, into which it has been assimilated. Although Murphy
(1968, pp. 145-152) throws interesting light on the loan-words (and the suffix -isme) of French origin, it is difficult in our present stage of knowledge to establish a clear category of direct loans from French into Indonesian.

Labrousse (1975, p. 192) discusses the increasing number of borrowings from European languages where the donor language is not at all obvious; in this category we may include also the growing 'international' vocabulary which disseminates very quickly round the world and reaches Indonesian more or less simultaneously with other international languages: astronomet 'astronomy'; ekologi 'ecology'; heli 'helicopter'; insektisida 'insecticide'; interpolit 'international'; junta 'junta'; kaset 'cassette'; kontraseptif 'contraceptive'; kosmonaut 'cosmonaut'; megalom 'megaton'; mikrofilm 'microfilm'; nuklir 'nuclear'; polusi 'pollution'; sekutur 'scooter'; subversi 'subversion'; teknokrat 'technocrat'; teleks 'telex'; translator 'translator'; sauma.

This completes our survey of loan-words by language of origin. It remains to look at some other phenomena.

6.0 SOUND CHANGES

Sound changes inevitably accompany the passage of loan-words into a new language and are an inherent part of assimilation. The process of phonetic assimilation will be more or less complete depending on how long the word has been working its way into the language, but also depending on the number of loan-words coming in at any one time (see Murphy, 1968, 34ff.).

Here only the salient features of the process as regards assimilation into Indonesian will be mentioned. A full discussion of the influence of Dutch loan-words on Indonesian phonology will be found in De Vries (1980).

On the whole, though to a diminishing extent, Indonesian dislikes consonant clusters. Thus Dutch slot 'lock' becomes selot in Indonesian, and soshroef 'screw' becomes sekerup; on the other hand schoorset 'suspension' is skorasing (not *sekoresing) in Indonesian; frequently there are alternative spellings for any given word.

Final consonant clusters can be dealt with in different ways. To take some examples from Arabic, which has given many loan-words ending in two consonants, the possibilities are to add a vowel as in kalbu 'heart' from Arabic qalb; or to insert a vowel between the two consonants, e.g. hukum 'law' from Arabic ħukm, faṣal 'section' from Arabic faṣl, or kibr 'arrogance' from Arabic kibr; it will be noted that as a rule whatever vowel occurs in the first syllable is inserted to make the second syllable. The same phenomenon may occur in loan-words from other lan-

guages, e.g. borog 'warranty' from Dutch borg.

For more recent loan-words from European languages the possibilities include tolerating these final clusters, inserting a vowel (usually e) or dropping one or more consonants in them. Thus we have refeleks 'reflect' from Dutch reflect (the x being two consonants), and pillem 'film' from Dutch film. Examples of loss of consonants include: respek 'respect' (Du. respect); ambulan 'ambulance' (Du. ambulance); bakst 'mizzen sail' (Du. baksteen).

With a final three-consonant cluster we may find both the intrusion of a vowel and the loss of a consonant: Dutch dienst 'service' gives Indonesien dinas.

Medial consonants may be dropped too: in stuntet '[taxi] stand' (Du. standplaats) we have an example of the dropping of medial and final consonants.

A doubled consonant, whatever its position in the word, usually becomes a single consonant in Indonesian, e.g. khas 'special' (<Ar. khāṣṣ).

With Chinese loan-words, the tones appear to have no effect on their assimilation into Indonesian, which is not a tonal language. There is a tendency for -h to be added to Chinese words ending in -g: the word for 'cakes' in Chinese (Chang-chew dialect) ko became kueh in Malay and can be kuch (beside kue) in Indonesian.

When abbreviating words Indonesian (certainly Malay at an earlier stage) tends to drop the first syllable(s) of a multisyllabic word (e.g. Muhammad becomes 'Mat'). This accounts for the Indonesian forms of some loan-words from Portuguese, such as minggu 'Sunday' (<Port. Domingo); eskolah 'school' (<Port. escola); gereja 'church' (<Port. igreja). Examples from Dutch would include sepeda 'bicycle' (<Du. velosiped); mobil 'car' (<Du. automobil -indicating that this full form came into Indonesian as a loan-word, the Dutch abbreviated form being auto); listrik 'electricity' (<Du. elektriteit).

As regards vowels, it may be noted that as Indonesian has no long and short vowel differentiation, long vowels in loan-words become short in Indonesian; for example Arabic qūfī 'Sufi mystic' becomes Sufi in Indonesian, and Arabic kitāb 'book' becomes kitab.

As a general rule, in an Indonesian word of more than two syllables, the first syllable will take short e (ē) in preference to a.

Lacking the means to list all the elements in the phonological systems of all the donor languages, and to follow these through into Indonesian, we may settle for a summary of the sound changes as these are reflected in the spelling; listing them simply as in the English alphabet. The Arabic letters corresponding to the letters used here are listed on p.13. Where the change applies to the sound from a particular donor language that is indicated by the appropriate abbreviation in brackets [...].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original</th>
<th>In Indonesian</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>In Indonesian</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>pas 'pass' (&lt; Du. pase)</td>
<td>gn</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>lornyet 'eyeglass' (&lt; Du. lornget)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e [é]</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>ben 'band [music]' (&lt; Du. band)</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>-hum 'them' (&lt; Ar. -hum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e [ë]</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>beranda 'verandah' (&lt; Port. varanda)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>daerah. 'hairpin' (&lt; Du. haarnaald)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>big 'bus' (&lt; Du. bus)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>tawer 'boss' (&lt; Ch. tha-w'er)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch [Du.]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>cogan 'standard' (&lt; Per. chaugan)</td>
<td>ie [Du.]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>astrologi 'astrol-ogy' (&lt; Du. astrologie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>sekerup 'screw' (&lt; Du. schroef)</td>
<td>ij [Du.]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>es 'ice' (&lt; Du. ijs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>teknik 'technique' (&lt; Du. techniek)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>jak 'jug' (&lt; Eng. jug)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch [Fr.]</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>supir 'driver' (&lt; Du. &lt; Fr. chaufl-heur)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jas 'jacket' (&lt; Du. jas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dalil 'evidence' (&lt; Ar. dali)</td>
<td>j [Du.]</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ya 'yes' (&lt; Du. ja)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍ [Ar.]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>darab 'blow' (&lt; Ar. darb)</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>yurk 'dress' (&lt; Du. Jurk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dh [Ar.]</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>zulhijjah '12th month' (&lt; Ar. dhul-hijja)</td>
<td>kh [Ar.]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>khabar 'news' (&lt; Ar. khabar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>dat 'essence' (&lt; Ar. dat)</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>khaif 'good' (&lt; Ar. khaif)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>atasi 'attaché' (&lt; Du. attaahed)</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>halayak 'creatures' (&lt; Ar. khala'iq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>amnesti 'annesty' (&lt; Du. amneste)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(although the spell-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>agket 'inquiry' (&lt; Du. enquete)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ing halayak is more usual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee [Du.]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>insidentil 'incidental' (&lt; Du. incidenteel)</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>bola 'ball' (&lt; Port. bola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ei [Du.]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>heterogeniteit 'het- erogeneity' (&lt; Du. heterogeniteit)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>mungkin 'possible'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>panot 'pan' (&lt; Du. pannetje)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt; Ar. mumkin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-stje (Du. -ci</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>ban 'tyre' (&lt; Du. band)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffix)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>oo</td>
<td>oo</td>
<td>jendela 'window' (&lt;Port. janela)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eu [Du.]</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>inspektur 'inspec- tor' (&lt; Du. inspecteur)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jenderal 'general' (mil.) (&lt; Du. generaal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>paham 'understand' (&lt; Ar. fahm)</td>
<td>nh(Port.)</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>sinder 'inspector'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pita 'ribbon' (&lt; Port. fita)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt; Du. opsiener)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>firma 'company' (&lt; Du. firma)</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>sinyo 'young gentle- man' (&lt; Port. senhor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>firdaus 'paradise' (&lt; Ar. firdaus)</td>
<td>oo [Du.]</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>hospital 'hospital'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>tegel 'tile' (&lt; Du. tegel)</td>
<td>oo [Du.]</td>
<td>oo</td>
<td>(&lt; Du. hospitsaal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>sjeni 'army engi- neer' (&lt; Du. genie)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>idiom 'idiom'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>busi 'sparkling</td>
<td>ph [Du.]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>(&lt; Du. dpj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g [Du.]</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>anprah 'request' (&lt; Du. aunnegraag)</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>aspal 'asphalt' (&lt; Du. aphalt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gh [Ar.]</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>magrib 'sunset' (&lt; Ar. magrib)</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kworun 'quorum' (&lt; Du. quorum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>raib 'disappear' (&lt; Ar. ghaib)</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>kadar 'power' (&lt; Ar. qadr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gh</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>ghain a letter (&lt; Ar. ghain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>roda 'wheel' (&lt; Port. roda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kopral 'corporal' (&lt; Du. korporaat)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The letter 'ain in Arabic may be omitted in loan-words, e.g. amal 'charitable act' (Ar. 'amal); alternatively it may be represented by k: rakat 'subjects' (Ar. ra'tya).

The two Arabic letters represented by k and q normally become k in Indonesian, and their coalescence could lead to ambiguity. For example, there are two Arabic words kalb 'dog' and qalb 'heart', which would lead to a homonym kalbu (or possibly kalab) in Indonesian, and this is avoided only because qalb has been borrowed, meaning 'heart' but kalb has not.

The letters f and v which are now used in Indonesian, represent sounds imported with foreign loan-words. F seems to carry particularly potent undertones of 'foreignness', and gives rise to peculiar hypercorrect forms. A large arrow seen on a wall in a Jakarta street in 1971 pointed the way to FOTOCOFIE ('photocopy'); Sisdjabari, writing in Kompas in 1972, cites the case of a fountainpen repairer who put up the sign REPARASI PULPEN (in normal Indone-

sian reparasi pulpen, and on the sign made more 'Dutch' than the Dutch originals, reparatie, and vulpen). F also occurs in loan-words from Arabic. A candidate in an examination in 1973 succumbed to the temptation to 'restore' to its 'Arabic' form the good Nusantara word sopan 'polite' by translating 'an impudent Arab' by seorang Arab yang tidak sopan. The Sanskrit word utpatti- 'production, profit' came into Malay with the meaning 'tribute [paid to a superior]'. The usual form in Indonesian, upeti, has an alternative form ufti; this is all the more curious, as f is not known in Sanskrit. The confusion in such cases as this may be partly explained by the fact that in Malay Jawi script the p and the t are not always distinguished. In Indonesian there is a well attested word pihak 'side'; it is an indigenous word, but it looks remarkably as though it could be from Arabic; thus an Indonesian speaker wishing to make a particularly good impression will sometimes say Pada pihak saya ... 'For my part ...', in the belief that he is giving the more 'correct' Arabic form.

The list above gives the impression that sound changes in words taken into Indonesian are somewhat capricious. Even with words borrowed from a single foreign language this holds good; to take a rather extreme example, the Dutch word gordijn (curtain) may be found in Indonesian spelt as gorden, gorden, gardin, hor-
den or korden. It is understandable that the formulation of systematic laws explaining the sound changes has not yet
been accomplished.

7.0 FURTHER REMARKS

7.1 Loan translations

At the same time as Arabic loan-words were being adopted, there were examples of what appear to be loan translations from the Arabic. For example the injunction in the Quran (xlii, 17) aqīm 'l-gālāt ... 'be constant at prayer ...' is rendered in Indonesian dirikan olehmu sembahyang ..., dirikan being a literal translation of Ar. aqīm 'make to stand'. The term warna muka 'expression' (lit. 'facial colour') may be influenced by the Arabic ʿasa which means both 'colour' and 'expression'. Many more examples can be found in Van Ronkel's discussion of the influence of Arabic syntax on Malay syntax (1899).

For Persian, two wellknown examples of loan translation are di atas angin 'the west' (lit. 'above the wind') and di bawah angin 'the east' (lit. 'below the wind') which literally translate the Persian terms bād-ī bād and ārā bād respectively.

Loan translations under the influence of European languages are very numerous, and only a few examples need be cited. (For further examples, see e.g. Murphy, 1968, 158-161).

Mengambil alih 'to take over' no doubt derives from Dutch overnemen; ilmu pilsah 'chemistry' translates Dutch scheikunde; kata kerja 'verb' translates Dutch werkwoord; menarik kestimpulan 'to draw conclusions' will be from Dutch conclusies trekken; the Indonesian kuda hitam (lit. 'black horse', used especially of a competitor whose chances are unknown) will be a translation of the English dark horse.

In short, where new ideas or new objects were introduced during the Dutch era, the creation of a loan translation was an alternative to taking a loan-word. This occurred not only in such fields as science, where one would expect it, but often in quite intimate spheres of life. It is difficult to deny that such terms as selamat pagi 'good morning', selamat siang 'good day' are simply translations of the Dutch goede morgen, goede middag and so on; the same goes for the system of telling the time, e.g. [jam] setengah tujuk (Du. half seven) for 'half past six'; contrast Peninsular Malay usage, [pukul] enam setengah, under the influence of English.

For technical terms a straight loan-translation may not be the most satisfactory solution. A term which caught my attention was cak air, which occurred in a newspaper as a literal translation of the English 'watermark [in paper]'. Technically 'watermark' is not an appropriate term in English and elsewhere 'watermark' has been translated into Indonesian by the word filigran, being a loan-word taken from the French, filigrane, which is much more satisfactory, as it refers to the wire from which a watermark is made. Subsequently a group of specialists after considering the way that paper was made expressed a preference for another term, cap kertas, which better conveys the fact that paper was made in a mould and the impression of this produced the watermark. Hopefully this term will become the accepted usage.

An interesting example is provided by the German word Kindergarten ('children's garden'). English took this over as a loan-word, and Indonesian could have done the same, but instead chose to make a loan-translation taman kanak-kanak. In Dutch the institution is known as a Fröbel-school commemorating the founder of the system; the alternative term in Indonesian for these schools is a loan translation of this, namely sekolah prebel.

The word harkaflah 'literal' is of Arabic origin, but so far as I can discover does not exist in Arabic in that form, nor does it occur in traditional Malay. It seems to be a formation under the influence of the Dutch letterlijk 'literal'. On the other hand the word penuntut [ilmu] 'student' (lit. 'seeker') may be formed under the influence of the Arabic ṣāliḥ 'seeker, student' (p. 16).

7.2 Homonyms (homographs)

Homonyms are numerous in Indonesian, their number being substantially increased by the incidence of foreign loan-words. Thus we get for example net 'net [in sport]' from English net, beside net 'net' (for example of a corrected copy of a letter) from Dutch net. Similarly rayon '[military] district' from Dutch rayon, beside rayon 'artificial silk' from Dutch or English rayon. The incidence of homonyms is increased as a result of the process of assimilation of loan-words to the Indonesian phonological system. Murphy (1968, 156-7) identifies three borrowing processes which can result in homonymy (it might be more correct to regard some of them as examples of homography rather than homonymy, but the principle is the same):

(a) The foreign word may be homonymous with a Nusantara word, e.g. pak 'parcel' (Du. pak) is a homonym of pak 'father', a Nusantara word. Similarly karat 'carat [weight for gold]' (Du. karaat) and karat (Nus.) 'rust'.

(b) Although originally dissimilar, some foreign loan-words in the course of being assimilated to Indonesian phonology may become homonyms of each other. A striking example is Indonesian beker (1) 'alarm clock' (Du. wekker) and beker (2)
'cup' (<Du. beker). Also e.g. Indonesian ban (1) 'tyre' (<Du. band) and ban (2) 'track, runway' (<Du. baan). Indonesian bis can be (1) 'two' (<Du. bula); (2) 'bus' (<Du. buse); (3) 'box' (<Du. buse); (4) 'encore' (<Du. bis).

(c) The foreign loan-word having become assimilated to Indonesian phonology may be a homonym of an existing (Nusantara) word, e.g. anggar ['aircraft'] hangar' (<Du. hangar) finds itself to be a homonym of Indonesian anggar 'fencing' (Nusantara) and also of anggar 'estimating' (? <Persian).

Homonymy is not generally a problem in Indonesian. If context does not provide the means of distinguishing different meanings, some aid may be introduced. For example the Indonesian koran 'newspaper' comes from Dutch courant; the Arabic qur'an 'Koran' as a loan-word in Indonesian can in fact take the form koran, but would be distinguished with a capital letter, or given the spelling Qur'an, and may also be marked by prefixing the Arabic definite article thus: Al-Qur'an, so that we avoid a possibly confusing pair of homonyms koran.

The Dutch word massa, 'mass' [as in 'the masses'] has been taken into Indonesian as massa. As a general rule a doubled consonant in a loan-word becomes a single consonant in Indonesian in conformity with Indonesian phonology, and we should expect this to have become massa. The fact that it has not may be due to a desire to avoid confusion with an existing Indonesian word massa, 'time' (<Skt. māsā- 'month').

Problems can indeed arise when we do not recognise that we are dealing with homonyms. There is an Indonesian word takṣir which can denote 'negligent' and 'appraise'. The word derives from Arabic taqṣīr 'curtailment, insufficiency, neglect &c' and this gives it its first meaning. There is a homonym takṣir which derives from Dutch taxeren 'to appraise, value' (a meaning the word tax used to have in English) and this gives the second meaning 'appraise'. Failure to make this distinction led the present writer (Russell Jones, 1978, col. 89) to offer the meaning 'estimate' for the loan-word takṣir in Arabic.

7.3 Etymological doublets

Indonesian has many examples of these. We have seen (p. 9) how the same Sanskrit word gives pala 'nutmeg' and pahala 'reward'. Indonesian has two words for 'apricot', aberikas and aprikot. The first derives from Dutch aberikoos and the second from English apricot which is influenced by French abricot; both forms derive ultimately from a Latin word præcoquus which via the Greek passed into Arabic as al-bargūq thence entering European language via Portuguese or Spanish.

Murphy (1968, 157) gives as examples the Indonesian saku 'pocket' from Portuguese saco, and sak 'sack, pocket' from Dutch sak; also ronda (Port. ronda) 'military rounds, patrol' and rauw 'patrol, wander around' from English round(a).

7.4 Brand names

It is common in living languages to find common nouns which derive from brand names ('I am going to hoover the carpet'). In Indonesian we find such words as the following, which will have come into the language from Dutch, or for later examples, from English: Aspro (a preparation of aspirin) (Du. Aspro); bol (a brand of gin) (Du. Bols); auetin (city bus) (Eng. Austin); stormking (a paraffin lamp) (Eng. Stormking); vaselín, 'ointment' (Eng. Vaseline, a proprietary name introduced in 1872); salvarsan, 'compound used in the treatment of syphilis' (Ger. Salvarsan); kutek 'nail varnish' (the brand name Cutex).

7.5 Numbers of loan-words

A natural question to ask would be 'How many foreign loan-words are there in Indonesian?' and 'How many loan-words are there from Sanskrit? From Tamil?' and so on. We are nowhere near providing an answer even to such simple questions. The first problem is to determine what is meant by 'Indonesian'. No dictionary provides an exhaustive list of the words in the language; on the one hand, many recent acquisitions will not yet have been taken up by the lexicographers. For that matter, when exactly does a foreign word become a part of the lexicon? When it has been encountered in print say three times? On the other hand the dictionaries (as graveyards of the language) carry many entries which are obsolete and therefore not strictly part of the modern language. And where do we draw the line with rare technical or theological terms? It soon becomes evident that we shall never be able to give simple answers to these simple questions; and only after research has proceeded much further, to the point perhaps where most of the lexicon of Indonesian has been registered, the origins of each item identified, and every entry, whether loan-word or indigenous, has been given a status of for example 'wellknown', 'rare', 'technical', 'slang' and so forth, only then shall we be able to give even a conditional answer, which will have to vary with the inclusion or exclusion of such categories of word status as those mentioned.

With these provisos, mention may be made briefly of figures which have been given for particular elements. The most systematic general survey of accretions from foreign languages that I have come
In his discussion of the general theory of loan-words Jespersen (1959, 211) writes: "It is quite natural that there should be a much greater inclination everywhere to borrow 'full' words (substantives, adjectives, notional verbs) than 'empty' words (pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs), to which class most of the 'grammatical' words belong." It is possible to narrow this down further. As long ago as 1881 William Dwight Whitney pointed out that it is nouns which are most easily borrowed (Haugen, 1950, 224).

Haugen gives figures in respect of three studies on English loan-words in American Norwegian and American Swedish which show average percentages as follows: Nouns: 73.13%; Verbs: 21.53%, thus leaving only 5.3% for adjectives and all other parts of speech. A study dating from 1931 cited by Higa (1979, 288) makes the case for nouns even more emphatically: of 5,018 English loan-words in Japanese, 4,606 were nouns, that is, not less than 91.78%. In a discussion of Sanskrit loan-words in Javanese Van Lohuizen-de Leeuw states (1944, 83, in Dutch) "The overwhelming majority of Sanskrit loan-words are nouns or particles, while practically no verbal forms have been taken over." In connection with the influence of Dutch on Indonesian De Vries (1980) observes simply "Most loan-words are nouns ..."

It certainly seems to be true of Malay and Indonesian, in respect of borrowing from all sources, that most loan-words are taken over as substantives, and that subsequently they are quite freely modified for use as verbs or other parts of speech.

More precise statements on this matter must await further research. The same applies to so much in the field of Indonesian etymology. For example we still do not know for sure the origins of many words, such as permadi 'carpet', and many others.

7.7 Etymological research

The study of etymology, as a branch of linguistics, provides its own academic justification; the study of Indonesian etymology can also be justified for the light it throws on the cultural history of the region. Apart from these two reasons, other more pragmatic grounds can be adduced to justify the study of Indonesian etymology: where a country is developing rapidly, as Indonesia is, its language has to keep pace with this development; the resultant 'language engineering' (as Sutan Takdir Alisjahbana called it) includes for example the creation of new words to meet new needs, a process which will clearly be aided if the history and origins of the existent lexicon have been established. At a more humble level, the foreign student learning Indonesian should find his task made somewhat easier (and hopefully much more enjoyable) if he finds out for example that the German word oahnell ('swift')
has its cognate in Indonesian peraneling (Du. peraneling 'gear of a car'); that ayarab ('strong drink', <Ar. sharab) is cognate with Eng. sherbet; that muafir ('traveller', <Ar. muafir) is cognate with English safari; that the English word collar has its cognate in the Indonesian koli ('piece of baggage', <Du. colli), both words going back to Latin collum 'neck', (being the place where the collar is worn and the piece of baggage was originally carried.)

An understanding of the process of the adoption of loan-words involves a study of the culture contacts which could have given rise to it; we shall seldom discover precisely when a loan did take place, but it is important at least for us to know when and how it could have occurred. It will also be helpful to know something about the milieu in which it occurred. Sometimes the nature of the loan-word itself will suggest that it would have been taken over in intellectual circles, or amongst craftsmen. Would it be true of these terms in Indonesian, as Higa found of terms taken into Japanese (1979, 284) that words taken over by skilled craftsmen remain closer to their original pronunciation than those taken over by intellectuals? That "intellectuals tend to borrow foreign words through the eye, while others borrow through the ear".

Haugen (1950, 213, 227-229) defines the phenomenon of borrowing as strictly a process, not a state, indeed he sees it as a "historical process". As a concomitant to this he denies the possibility of identifying loan-words by means of a synchronic study without a knowledge of the previous stages of the language. At all events, research into the etymology of Malay and Indonesian hitherto has been essentially of a historical nature.

Undoubtedly the most vital piece of information for each word is the date of its first occurrence in the recipient language. This will nearly always be from a written record, and we always must bear in mind the fact that it may have been used, particularly in speech, for long before that, but there is not a great deal to be done about this. In the case of loan-words which occur in similar form in Dutch and English we can only form an opinion as to which of these two languages gave the word to Indonesian by ascertaining when it was given: if before say 1942, almost certainly it would have come via Dutch; if after 1965, probably from English (including American); but we can never be sure.

It is unfortunate that most of the manuscripts written in Malay are relatively recent; none is earlier than about 1600 AD, and most are nineteenth century. We shall therefore have lacunae in the history of many words prior to this period. A few isolated examples of loan-words (other than Sanskrit of course) in Old Javanese inscriptions attest to the existence of very early cultural contacts. We have seen already (p.20) that taku 'bean-curd' occurs in a tenth century inscription. Another inscription from the same century (the Kubukubu inscription, side Va, lines 2-3) (see A.M. Jones, 1976, 372, 384, 385) contains the words hinganya patang taraju 'these were limited to four measures'; Juynboll in his Old Javanese dictionary gives "taraju: weegschaal" [=weighing scales]. Now there is in Persian (see Bausani 1964, p.22) a word tarāsā 'pair of scales' which following some sound laws appears in Indonesian as taraju. One would immediately suspect that this was a word common to Persian and Sanskrit, but in fact it appears to be unknown in the latter language (as Professor J.C. Wright informs me). We can therefore conclude that this Persian loan-word was established in the Indonesian area by the tenth century; perhaps even earlier, as Dr. S.O. Robson informs me that it occurs in an Old Javanese version of the Ramayana from the mid-ninth century.

Over the years many scholars have drawn attention to the lack of an etymological dictionary of Malay and Indonesian. Perhaps the latest was the late Professor John Echols who, as President of the Association of Asian Studies of the U.S.A. called for "the compilation of an exhaustive dictionary on historical principles" and for "the preparation of an etymological dictionary of Malay" (The Journal of Asian Studies, vol. 38, no. 1, 1978, pp. 23-24). In a footnote he mentions that he has received information about "an Etymological Project which was established in Paris in July 1973 'for cooperative work in the investigation of the etymology of Malay and Bahasa Indonesia'. The participants are based in Paris, London and Naples." This was a reference in fact to the Indonesian Etymological Project, under the direction of a Committee consisting of Dr. Denys Lombard in Paris, Professor Luigi Santa Maria in Naples and the present writer in London; we have since been joined by Dr. C.D. Grijns in Leiden. A few words about this committee may not be out of place in a discussion of loan-words.

The Committee has no funds of its own and functions as an agency for the coordination of work in the four centres. Its tasks are (a) to coordinate current research so that it will be complementary and not overlap; (b) to assemble existing scattered material on Indonesian etymology and to assemble a corpus of materials to be researched; (c) to initiate research to fill the gaps and to provide a framework in which the results can be embodied.

At the outset the loan-words coming from languages outside the Indonesian region were categorised under five heads, and the main responsibility for coordinating research was decided as follows:

- **Sanskrit (including other Indian languages)**: Professor J.G. de Casparis (Leiden)
- **Arabic and Persian**: Dr. Russell Jones (London)
- **Chinese**: Professor L. Santa Maria (Naples)
The Project works in very close cooperation with Dr. P. Labrousse in Paris, who has been engaged on lexicographical research (see Labrousse 1984). Investigation of the remaining Indonesian word stock - the 'Nusantara' element - will be undertaken in Paris, and also by Professor J.C. Anceaux de Leiden.

The first task of the coordinators is to identify the Indonesian words deriving from the language they are investigating and to compile for research purposes a checklist of these words in alphabetical order. The list will contain (i) the Indonesian word (ii) brief meaning in English (iii) the word from which it derives in the donor language (iv) sometimes additional aids, such as page number in a standard dictionary. The Arabic and Persian check list was published in 1978. The Chinese list is well advanced. The list of European loan-words was published in 1983. The compilation and printing are done largely with the aid of computers. (When all the checklists are out a consolidated list of non-Nusantara loan-words in the Indonesian lexicon will be produced by mixing all the lists by computer.)

When the checklists are ready the research proper can begin: with their aid, documentary sources from various periods will be investigated with a view to establishing for each word the earliest occurrences on record and the context, form and meaning for each occurrence. Then we shall be in a position to undertake the task of compiling an etymological dictionary of Indonesian and Malay.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Du. Dutch
Eng. English
Ger. German
Jap. Japanese
Lat. Latin
lit. literally
Nus. Nusantara (in a linguistic sense, meaning indigenous to the Indonesian region)
Port. Portuguese
Pr. Persian
prob. probably
Skt. Sanskrit
< derived from
[... ] Indicate material introduced to make the meaning clear.
∅ zero, lacking altogether